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Leaders hone skills at National Headquarters

Sixteen Civil Air Patrol wing commanders and three region vice commanders

participated in the 2012 Region & Wing Commanders Course. The 19, seen

here in front of CAP National Headquarters flanking, in shirt sleeves, National

Commander Maj. Gen. Chuck Carr and Executive Director Don Rowland, as

well as National Vice Commander Brig. Gen. Joe Vazquez, participated in

intense, graduate-level training designed to prepare them to be better

commanders at the wing and region levels as well as members of the CAP

National Board. The participants left with a better understanding of CAPʼs

emergency services, aerospace, cadet, information technology, public affairs,

membership development, finance and logistics programs.
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Mississippi Wing officers watch vintage 
Civil Air Patrol plane return to skies

Members of the Mississippi Wing staff were watching at Bruce Campbell
Field in Madison, Miss., when a newly restored aircraft from Civil Air Patrolʼs
earliest days took flight again for the first time in years, complete with a

vintage CAP paint scheme. Records show the 1941 Stinson
L-9B was flown by New Jersey Wing members on

coastal patrol missions during the
early days of World War II.

Members of the
Commemorative Air

Force plan to fly
the Stinson to

regional aviation events
for display to the

general
public.  
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Photo by Susan Schneider,

CAP National Headquarters
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Students at Wrights Mill Road Elementary School 
in Auburn, Ala., whoop it up as part of Civil 

Air Patrol’s Aerospace Connections in Education, or 
ACE, program. The program for K-6 graders helps 
ensure science, technology, engineering and math 
education touches the lives of students nationwide.
ACE’s aerospace-oriented lesson plans benefit about
700 educators and 18,000 students in 27 states.
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ON OUR COVER
This photo of Cadet Sgt. Mary Ellen DeDominicis, a
member of a Miami-based Florida Wing squadron, dates
from 1943, not long after Civil Air Patrol began accepting
cadet members. The cadet program was established in
October 1942, some 10 months after the organization’s
founding. About 20,000 youth quickly joined; within a few
months their numbers had climbed to 75,000 in 1,000
communities across the United States. Read more about the
“cover girl” on page 31.

CIVIL AIR PATROL

Civil Air Patrol Volunteer is oriented toward both internal (CAP) and external
audiences. For that reason, it uses the Associated Press style for such things as
military abbreviations. Associated Press style is the standard used for most
newspapers and magazines. Official internal CAP communications should
continue to use the U.S. Air Force rank abbreviations found in CAPR 35-5.
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Too young to enlist in the military, 20,000 of America’s World War II-era
youth welcomed the establishment of Civil Air Patrol’s cadet program in 1942
as an outlet for their patriotic fervor. Here, at least, was a way those as young
as their early teens could support the war effort. By the next year, their numbers
had swollen to 75,000 in 1,000 communities scattered across the nation.

Initially emphasizing recruitment for the U.S. Army Air Forces, CAP’s cadet
program began in Minnesota with rather stringent rules to keep down
participation while it was still being established. Cadet candidates were
required to be physically fit, to have completed the first two years of high school
with satisfactory grades and to be native-born Americans with parents who had
been U.S. citizens at least 10 years.

Though wartime cadets regularly drilled for emergencies, studying —
including learning about flying — was a major part of the cadet program.
After President Franklin D. Roosevelt ordered CAP to become an Army Air
Forces auxiliary with the cadet program as one of its primary missions in
the spring of 1943, the Army loaned CAP almost 300 Piper Cubs for use
in aviation cadet recruiting. By the end of 1944 CAP had helped create
an oversupply of Army aviation candidates. CAP had not only helped sell
the government on the importance of air superiority but had also delivered
trained young people to carry that vision forward.

T

Fourth installment in a four-part series
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By Kristi Carr

The Way We Were 
CAP’s cadet program harnesses the energy,
patriotism of America’s youth during World War II

Thomas J. O’Connor
Growing up in Minnesota, Thomas O’Connor got in

on the ground floor of CAP’s cadet program; he was

CAP’s 38th cadet, a fact he said he has cherished over

the years. He was part of the Minnesota Wing’s

Robbinsdale Squadron 711-4, which was actually

formed a few months in advance of CAP National

Headquarters’ approval of the cadet units. 

After training in leadership and military protocol,

O’Connor said the cadets were allowed to buy

uniforms, which consisted of a khaki shirt and pants,

black tie, khaki belt and red strips denoting rank —

similar to what was worn by the Civil Defense, which

initially oversaw the CAP program. After CAP became

the official U.S. Army Air Forces auxiliary, the red strips

were replaced with various colored ones and the ties

changed to khaki.

“Senior members trained us to navigate by land with

a compass and maps, followed by training in radio

communications and Morse code,” O’Connor recalled.

“We also had courses in basic first aid and survival, plus

classes that covered administration, flight line

operations and refueling services, always with an

emphasis on safety.”

O’Connor served as assistant cadet commander of

the very first cadet encampment held at Truax Field in

Madison, Wis., which attracted 150 cadets. He

continued up the chain of command as he moved from

cadet to officer. After serving with the military on the

East Coast, he returned to Minnesota in 1947 where he

maintained his involvement with the CAP cadet

program as a senior member adviser. 

Still active in CAP, he has commanded three different

squadrons, been a Minnesota Wing group commander

and served in various wing-level positions and on the

staff of CAP’s North Central Region. Instrumental in

establishing CAP’s Cadet Advisory Council, O’Connor

said he “hopes in the years to come to continue

improving the capabilities of the organization.”

One of CAPʼs first handful of cadets, Thomas OʼConnor, sports

the black tie that was part of the first CAP cadet uniform.
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Robert Haver
Robert Haver lost no time in

joining CAP as soon as he turned
13 in 1943. Undaunted by
logistics that put him 15 miles
away from the nearest CAP
squadron in Rochester, N.Y., he
remembered carrying a kerosene
lantern as he walked about a
quarter-mile to the highway,
where he hitched a ride to
Rochester and then caught a bus
to Benjamin Franklin High
School on the north side of town.
And then, of course, there was the
return trip.

“We learned how to take
apart radial engines and learned
flash cards depicting German
and Japanese planes,” he recalled.

“We had an observation
booth equipped with a phone on top of the high
school,” Haver said, adding that Civil Defense manned
the booth and allowed CAP cadets to scan the skies with
them. “Can you imagine seeing an enemy plane over
central New York?” he mused. “I probably prayed I
would see one.” 

Once Civil Defense personnel realized CAP cadets
really knew their planes, they allowed the cadets to man
the booth alone at times. “I was so proud of that,” he said. 

“At my age then, this was all I could do for my
country,” noted Haver, who still belongs to CAP as a
lieutenant colonel in the Georgia Wing.

John G. “Jack” Atherton
John Atherton, who literally grew up in service to

CAP, was the rare cadet who saw some real action
during World War II. 

Joining the CAP squadron in Emporia, Kan., at age
16, Atherton participated in a mock attack that pitted
his squadron against the local National Guard unit. The
Guardsmen were so quick, CAP members didn’t even
have time to drop flour bombs on the pretend intruders. 

Less than six months later, Atherton
was off to a real assignment, refueling
planes, driving a fire truck and later
serving as an observer at Coastal Patrol
Base 10 in Beaumont-Port Arthur,
Texas. He and three senior squadron
members drove there in a 1941 five-
passenger Chevy coupe, seated amid
their luggage and three shotguns. The
pay — $5 per day — looked good to a
teenager. He and his fellow Kansans
rented a barn hayloft for lodging and
bought meals for about 32 cents each
at the airport.

Atherton, who had earlier completed
both radio-telegraphy and aircraft
spotting exams, eventually got to fly on
missions, going aloft in a plane fitted
with a 50-pound bomb. He also saw
some action on the ground when the
coastal patrol base was hit by a

hurricane. “We were in water up to our knees on the
airstrip trying to hold down the planes which had been
tied down,” he recalled. “We had little luck, and a
number of planes were damaged or destroyed.”

After serving CAP for a little over a year, Atherton
returned to Emporia to complete his high school
education and then enlisted in the U.S. Army.

Thomas and Dorothea Tiemann
For Thomas Tiemann and Dorothea Whitmore, CAP

provided the common thread for their romance. Both
joined CAP as cadets during the war; he left his senior
year of high school in Michigan to join and learn how
to fly, while she was prompted to join in Wisconsin
because she’d always been drawn to the activity at an
airport near her home. 

The two didn’t cross paths until sometime later. Tom,
who had enlisted in the Army Air Forces, was sent for
radio training to Madison, Wis., and took a part-time
job at a war plant there to help make batteries for
backpack radios. Dorothea was his assembly line
supervisor. When five of Tom’s batteries failed their tests,

This 1943 photo shows Robert Haver, right,

outfitted as a CAP cadet, with his cousin Paul

Kirsch, dressed in the uniform of the U.S.

Navy, on the back porch of Haverʼs

Scottsville, N.Y., home.
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Dorothea sat him in a chair near her and put him to
work cutting silver wire. 

They’re now living in Kentucky and have been
married for 67 years. “We’re still trying to figure out
who’s the boss,” he joked.

Russell F. Vizzi
Russell Vizzi was so anxious to be a part of CAP he

fudged his age to be able to join Bendix Squadron in
Rutherford, N.J., as a cadet in 1942. Decades later, he
still remembered his CAP serial number: 221-D-34C.

Vizzi wanted to be a pilot, and CAP provided him
with classroom instruction over the next 21⁄2 years.
During the summers, he said, the Army picked up the
tab for rotating weeks at airfields across New York
State. “We felt like we were really in the Army, and it
was exhilarating!” 

He soloed in 1945 and advanced to be cadet
commander of the combined Rutherford and Passaic
squadrons. Upon graduating high school at age 17, he
presented himself before an Army
Air Forces recruiter, who quickly
quelled his prospects of becoming a
military pilot. Instead he joined the
regular Army, where his $75
monthly pay check allowed him to

continue his flight instruction. He was
discharged before he qualified for the
formal check ride and remembers Oct.
24, 1947, as the date of his last flight
as a private first class. 

After that, both CAP and the
military faded into his past as he got a
college education, had a family and
embarked on a career, which
culminated in his serving as director of
North Alabama Operations at NASA’s

Marshall Space Flight Center in Huntsville, Ala. As a
retiree, in 1991 he resumed flight training where he’d
left off in 1947 and rejoined CAP as a member of the
Florida Wing. He cited as his most notable CAP
deployments two stints as a photographer and scanner
during CAP’s response to the Deepwater Horizon oil
spill in the Gulf of Mexico in 2010.

Vizzi died last year and was buried in his CAP 
dress uniform.

Otha H. “Skeet” Vaughan Jr.
Then 15, Skeet Vaughan joined the South Carolina

Wing in the summer of 1944. He said his mother drove
him to the meetings at an armory in Anderson, where
he and the other eight to 10 cadets learned close order
military drill and studied aeronautics, including staging
a model airplane building contest. Before he graduated
from high school, he had soloed in a Piper J-3 Cub at
the airport in Seneca.

Vaughan left the Anderson squadron with the rank of
cadet master sergeant to participate in the Army ROTC
program at Clemson A&M College (now Clemson
University), later joining Air Force ROTC once the U.S.
Air Force was established in 1947.

“My CAP training proved very helpful,” Vaughan
said. “By the time I graduated from Clemson, I was an
Air Force ROTC Distinguished Military Student and
received my second lieutenant’s commission.” He served
as an aircraft maintenance officer and as a member of a
jet engine research team at Tinker Field in Oklahoma.
After 21 months of active duty, Vaughan entered the Air
Force Reserve; he retired from commissioned service 

Tom and Dorothea Tiemann

had their days as CAP

cadets in common, though in

separate wings, when they

met during World War II. His

U.S. Air Force photo and her

CAP membership photo were

reproduced as a memento of

their 57th wedding

anniversary in 2002.

“I had concluded a one-hour drill and was

ʻcooling offʼ when someone snapped this

picture of me as a cadet first sergeant in

the New Jersey Wing,” wrote Russell Vizzi.

More recently, Vizzi pulled duty as an aerial

photographer documenting the Gulf oil spill.
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27 years later as a lieutenant colonel. 
CAP is still a big part of his life. Since joining the

Alabama Wing’s Huntsville Senior Squadron in 2005,
Vaughn has performed various CAP aerospace duties
and served as an aerospace education officer, as a flight
crew member and as squadron historian. 

Paul Gilmore
When World War II began, Paul Gilmore was living

with his mother in Long Beach, Calif., and
had volunteered as a bicycle messenger for
the Civil Defense. He then returned to
Denver, his birthplace, where he attended
West High School and worked in his spare
time at the old Higley Field. 

At that time, CAP planes were the only
ones flying out of that airfield, and
Gilmore took an interest in the
organization. As a CAP cadet, he soon had
his student pilot’s license.

Though he remembered that his CAP
membership card showed him as a
member of the Army, he officially joined
the military in June 1945 and was in
training when the atomic bombs were
dropped on Japan that August, bringing
the war to a close.

Gilmore served out his Army commitment and then
embarked on a 30-year career with the Denver Fire
Department, along with two-year stretches of service with
the U.S. Navy Reserve and the Colorado National Guard.

Though his CAP membership lapsed after his days as a
cadet, he rejoined CAP as an officer in the 76th Squadron,
which later disbanded, in Aurora, Colo., in the early
1990s. He initially served as an observer and scanner.

His CAP cadet days came full circle recently when he
helped the Valkyrie Cadet Squadron find a meeting place
at Denver’s Wings Over the Rockies Air & Space Museum,
where he was volunteering. A mentor to these modern-day
cadets, he meets with them every Tuesday night.

Then and now
The modern CAP cadet program welcomes members

as young as 12 and extends cadet membership to age
21, when cadets can become officers. Cadet membership
now exceeds 26,000 in all 50 states, Puerto Rico, the
U.S. Virgin Islands and the District of Columbia. 

Though still adhering to a military structure, the
CAP cadet program no longer recruits for the military.
Its programs, however, continue to teach life skills, offer
numerous avenues for aeronautics education and
produce America’s leaders for tomorrow.  s

A proud cadet, Otha Vaughan Jr. commemorated his first solo flight

on April 26, 1946, with this photo of his instructor, Leonard H.

Meldeau, and his parents, Ethel and Otha Sr., at a grass strip

airfield in Seneca, S.C.

Now a CAP major, Paul Gilmore was a fresh-faced cadet, far left in back row, when this

photo was taken during a cadet encampment in 1944 at Lowry Field, later Lowry Air

Force Base, Colo., until closing in 1994.



Throughout the
country, Civil Air
Patrol is educating
cadets about some of

the pressures and challenges they
need to be prepared for —
namely, why it’s important to say
no to drugs. These efforts are a
part of the organization’s Drug
Demand Reduction program,
created in 1994. 

“We have leaders who are
chosen from each of the wings
and units. Their job is to
promote a drug-free message to
cadets,” said Margaret Probst,
program assistant for DDR at
CAP National Headquarters.
Her office provides many of the materials for
community outreach efforts across CAP. Currently, 48
wings are active in DDR, with 468 squadrons active
across those 48 states. 

One of the main events for DDR each year is Red
Ribbon Week, a national drug prevention program that
is supported by numerous organizations. During the
week — the dates for 2012 are Oct. 23-31 — cadets
and officers are asked to wear a red ribbon to show their

support for a drug-free world. 
“We normally give out over

200,000 ribbons for all of the
volunteers to use,” Probst said.
This year’s ribbons will feature
the slogan, “Follow your
dream and stay clean.”

The wings typically conduct
large community outreach
programs, and the national
DDR program provides
support materials — such as
pamphlets, pens, pencils and
bracelets — for participating
youth to keep as a reminder.
“It gives them something that
says drugs are bad,” Probst
said. “You never know when

they’re going to look at that message and it hits home.”
For example, one of the books talks about the dangers

of drugs and alcohol, especially for anyone who wants to
be a pilot someday. The idea is to get cadets to think,
Probst explained, and ask themselves how they can be a
leader if they do drugs. 

“We have a lot of stop-and-think moments,” she said. 
Capt. Mary Story, public affairs officer for the Maine

Wing, has a passion for DDR events and helping youth

Red Ribbon Week 
Drawing attention to the 
dangers of drugs year-round
By Minnie Lamberth
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Participants in the Special Olympics Polar Plunge in

Fishkill, N.Y., included Maj. Dean Kalousis, Cadet Adrian

Kahaner, 1st Lt. Joe Wolff and 2nd Lt. Steve Kahaner.

Behind them is the boardwalk featured in the movie “Big,”

starring Tom Hanks.  

T
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stop and think. “We’ve got to get the truth about drugs
out to young people,” Story said. 

As an example, during Red Ribbon Week last year,
she secured a Maine Drug Enforcement Agency officer
as a speaker for a “Better Things To Do Than Drugs”
event at Oxford Hills Middle School. 

There were some 500 students and more than 40
teachers. “When they marched into the auditorium the
principal introduced us and told why we were wearing
the red ribbons,” Story said. As the DEA speaker took
the stage, “You could hear a pin drop when he started.
That’s how enthralled they were with what he had to
say. He was very effective,” she said.

The following week, Story was part of a community
service program at Oxford Hills Comprehensive High
School. Though the program was designed to expose
the students to CAP, the focus also segued into an anti-
drug message.

In the New York Wing, 1st Lt. Joe Wolff, a DDR
officer with the Westchester Hudson Senior Squadron,
annually partners with numerous organizations to ensure

the “Just Say No”
messages get
maximum
exposure. Cadets
and officers were
on hand for

White Plains Youth Bureau events this year,
conducting a press conference with the mayor, and
local youth were provided DDR brochures and
materials. DDR booths were also set up when Wolff
participated in Rye Derby and Healthy Kids Day in
Rye, along with Cadet Ken, the program’s 10-foot-tall
inflatable mascot, and at the Special Olympics Polar
Plunge at Rye Playland and Camp Mariah in Fishkill.
Wolff said he took the swim, tagged “Freezing for a
Reason,” both times.  

Maj. Tammi Miller, the Missouri Wing’s DDR
administrator, is active in DDR events with her home
squadron in Harrisonville. She participates in an anti-
drug task force called NETT (Networking and
Educating for Today and Tomorrow), which includes
representatives from the local police and fire
departments, probation officers, school district officials
and Civil Air Patrol. The group meets monthly with the
goal of keeping the local student population better
informed about the dangers of drug use. 

“On the Tuesday of Red Ribbon Week, we have what
we call the DDR Party in the Park,” Miller said. Free
food and special activities are co-sponsored by various
service organizations, including the police and fire
departments and CAP at Harrisonville City Park. 

“It’s a big deal,” Miller said. “This past year, 250
from the community came.”  s

This Red Ribbon Week

event, which featured

remarks from a Maine Drug

Enforcement Agency officer,

inset, right, attracted 500

Oxford Hills Middle School

students and more than 40

teachers. Inset, Capt. Mary

Story, Maine Wing PAO,

coordinated the ”Better

Things To Do Than Drugs”

school assembly. Also in

attendance was Phil Libby,

school counselor, left.
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[  f r o m  y o u r  n a t i o n a l  c o m m a n d e r  ]

There are only a few things we can always count on in life, and one of
them is change. Throughout our history, Civil Air Patrol has undergone
many significant changes, some affecting only a few and others the entire

membership, but with every change comes opportunity. 
When we pause to think about then and now — how these opportunities have

nurtured the growth and evolution of Civil Air Patrol, and in the process our
volunteers’ ability to perform missions for America as technologically savvy, unpaid
professionals — the impact of our service over the past seven decades is truly impressive. 

When the country needed help during World War II, our founding members answered the call,
stepping forward as citizen volunteers to protect the home front. Based on their bravery and
performance, we soon became the official auxiliary of the U.S. Air Force. 

Since then, our steadfast commitment to serving America has never wavered, and our efforts have not
gone unnoticed. Congress continues to recognize our tremendous value and significance to the nation as
a force multiplier of the Air Force, critical support that has postured Civil Air Patrol to equip its members
with the very best technology available for performing its emergency services and disaster relief missions.
Members have done their part, too, constantly seeking and mastering the training required to stay abreast
of this technology. As a result, emergency responders have taken note as well, frequently calling on Civil
Air Patrol to serve as an “eye in the sky” when national disaster strikes. 

And yet, despite all these changes, one critical component of the CAP experience has remained the
same — the hearts of our volunteers. They continue to serve as from the beginning, with a bold sense of
patriotism and duty unmatched by any other volunteer organization. And, despite all the bells and
whistles, you will continue as always, providing duty before self in serving the needs of fellow citizens
across America; this will not change.

The long-anticipated Board of Governors’ study being presented at this year’s Summer National Board
meeting without doubt will consist of changes. We will view any changes as opportunities to strengthen
our commitment to serve this great nation. While some may adhere to the RC factor (resistance to
change), Civil Air Patrol is healthier and more efficient today than ever because we viewed change with a
positive attitude and as an opportunity to succeed. A new governance structure will establish a new way
of doing business and, ultimately, new opportunities for nationwide growth complementing the excellent
foundation that already exists. Most members will not notice any major differences, but at the national
level our ability to grow Civil Air Patrol’s brand will be significantly enhanced. 

I look forward to seeing everyone in Baltimore. 

Semper Vigilans!

Maj. Gen. Charles L. Carr Jr.
CAP National Commander

T
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Halfway there.
With the U.S. Senate’s

unanimous approval in May of S.
418, introduced by Sen. Tom Harkin,

D-Iowa, that’s where Civil Air Patrol
stands in its campaign to secure a Congressional Gold
Medal recognizing its pioneering members’ service to the
nation during World War II.

“This legislation will offer long-overdue recognition
to a small group of people who answered the call to duty
at our nation’s time of maximum danger,” Harkin,
commander of CAP's Congressional Squadron, told
his colleagues during his floor statement.

“When the war ended, CAP members did not
receive the recognition they deserved. Their story,
over time, was lost to much of the nation. This
Congressional Gold Medal will ensure this story is
told over and over again for future generations, and it
recognizes CAP and its World War II members for
their critically important service to our nation,”
Harkin said.

“These members from our earliest days as an
organization helped save lives and preserve our
nation’s freedom,” said Maj. Gen. Chuck Carr, CAP’s
national commander. “They were truly unsung heroes
of the war, using their small private aircraft to not
only search for enemy submarines close to America’s
shores, but also to tow targets for military practice,

to transport critical supplies within the country and to
conduct general airborne reconnaissance."

An identical measure — H.R. 719 — is still pending
in the House of Representatives, where well over half the
290 co-sponsors needed to guarantee a vote and passage
have been secured.

Today, more than 70 years after America’s entry into
World War II, only a few hundred of the roughly
60,000 CAP volunteers who served during that era are
still alive.

Senate endorses 

House vote, 
approval still needed

By Dan Bailey

H

During his floor speech in support of S. 418, unanimously approved by the

U.S. Senate, Sen. Tom Harkin, D-Iowa, extols the selfless service Civil Air

Patrolʼs volunteer members provided during the early days of World War

II. Harkin is commander of CAPʼs Congressional Squadron.

Congressional
Gold Medal 
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The Congressional Gold Medal commemorates
distinguished service to the nation and is considered by
many to be the highest form of congressional
recognition. Since 1776, only about 300 awards have
been given to a wide range of military leaders and
accomplished civilians, including President George
Washington, Col. John Glenn, poet Robert Frost and
Gens. Douglas MacArthur and Colin Powell. Foreigners

awarded the medal have included Winston Churchill,
Simon Wiesenthal and Mother Teresa.

The award to CAP would be unusual in that a single
medal would be awarded for the collective efforts of all
World War II adult members. Other organizations
recognized by Congress for their wartime contributions
include the Navajo Code Talkers, Tuskegee Airmen and
Women’s Airforce Service Pilots.  s

Sen. Daniel Inouye, D-Hawaii
I am very pleased these brave men

and women will finally be

recognized for their sacrifices and

heroic efforts during World War II.

The Civil Air Patrol was critical to

our national defense during that

great conflict, and this award is long overdue. The

members of the Civil Air Patrol shared the same

motivation and love of country that my fellow soldiers

and I felt during our battles in the European theater.

Their efforts are to be commended.

Sen. Olympia J. Snowe, R-Maine
The volunteer civilian men and

women of the Civil Air Patrol

provided vital wartime service to the

military, states and communities

nationwide. Their selfless missions,

ranging from search and rescue

operations to submarine patrols, contributed

immeasurably to the welfare and safety of our nation. We

owe a debt of gratitude to those who have put their lives

on the line for the security and protection of our nation.

Sen. Ron Wyden, D-Ore.
During World War II, American

heroes were not only found on the
shores of Normandy or Iwo Jima but
were also training fighter pilots and
sinking enemy U-boats along the U.S.
coast. The brave men and women of

the Civil Air Patrol — some of whom gave their lives —
deserve the highest honor their nation can offer, which is
why I have co-sponsored this bill to award them the
Congressional Gold Medal.

Sen. Mike Crapo, R-Idaho
The brave members of the Civil Air

Patrol gave of themselves at a time of
great need for our nation, flying combat
and humanitarian missions voluntarily.
Their great sacrifice and service to our
nation deserves the utmost recognition.

Sen. Mark Begich, D-Alaska
CAP volunteers stepped forward

during one of the most difficult times
in our nation’s history. They were an
important element in protecting the
United States by, among other things,
patrolling the Eastern Seaboard for

enemy submarines. I salute the more than 61,400 CAP
members nationwide and particularly the more than
900 members in Alaska.

Senate Supporters Praise CAP’s Legacy
After the Senate’s approval, Harkin’s praise of 

CAP members’ wartime service was echoed by 
statements from colleagues who joined him 
last year in introducing the legislation: 



Before we even knew what homeland security meant, there were heroes among us:
those who served quietly and selflessly. The safety of others — not themselves — was
their main concern. The forgotten heroes of CAP are a living testament to CAP’s 
continued service to our country.

CAP NEEDS YOUR HELP . . .
Thanks to you, CAP is closer than ever to receiving the Congressional
Gold Medal for our founding heroes — those intrepid members who 
gave their all for their county between Dec. 7, 1941, to Aug. 15, 1945. 

But we’re still not done. CAP needs your help to raise funds to honor 
our forgotten heroes. Individual donors and corporate sponsors are 
needed to make this a reality. Make a donation. Ask your employer to 
consider donating or becoming a sponsor. Help send a richly deserved
“thank you” to those who selflessly protected the home front. Your 

donation will also help raise awareness about this great organization 
and the contributions today’s members continue to make to their

communities and their country.

Many of these World War II heroes have special needs,
and your support will help them get to Washington,

D.C., to attend the Gold Medal presentation
ceremony and other activities planned in

their honor. 

Mail your gift to: 
Civil Air Patrol
Attn: CGM Donation
105 S. Hansell St., Bldg. 714
Maxwell AFB, AL 36112 

Please make check payable to “Civil Air Patrol” and write 
“CGM Donation” in the memo section. All donations are tax-deductible 
to the extent permitted by law. Corporations interested in sponsorship can 
receive more information by contacting cgm@capnhq.gov. All donations
will be used to recognize and honor CAP’s World War II heroes for their
dedicated service and sacrifice to America.
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Is Civil Air Patrol, now nearing completion of its 71st year of service

to America, still one of the nation’s best-kept secrets?  In some circles,

the CAP brand is not always well known, but a major new program

recently added at CAP National Headquarters may soon close the

communications gaps.  

It is my pleasure to introduce to CAP’s family and friends Skip Dotherow, our new

director of development, who is working to take the CAP name to new heights and, along

the way, to grab valuable supporters. Dotherow is working in partnership with our wings

and squadrons to create a comprehensive development program specific to CAP’s mission

as the U.S. Air Force Auxiliary.  The program will showcase the dedication of CAP’s

volunteers by telling their stories to different audiences … people who may not have heard

about us before. The goal of the development program is to raise awareness of the

contributions of CAP at both the local and national levels and to generate revenues that

will enhance and expand the CAP mission.

The program will encompass all elements of solid development planning, including

annual giving, major gifts, endowments, annuity trusts, wills and bequests as well as special

fundraising events and recognition programs. And the money will be raised for a specific

purpose, with needs identified through wing and squadron requests and approved by the

Board of Governors.  

The dialogue has begun and National Headquarters, through this program, is reaching

out to educate potential donors that we are a nonprofit, all-volunteer organization and a

valuable community resource. Can you hear the buzz?

I would like to extend a personal invitation to any reader who is not a member of Civil

Air Patrol to join us in this important dialogue!  For more information about CAP

membership, click on www.capmembers.com.

Don Rowland 

Executive Director

CAP National Headquarters

I

[  F r o m  t h e  E x e c u t i v e  D i r e c t o r  ]
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“Aerial
imagery is a
primary mission,
and CAP has
demonstrated we

are good at it and very cost-effective,”
said Col. Jim Rushing, Ardent Sentry
project officer, explaining Civil Air
Patrol’s seat at the Ardent Sentry table. 

CAP’s expertise is so well-respected
and well-known, Rushing predicts the
all-volunteer organization is headed
toward becoming a major participant
in responses to any significant disaster
requiring aerial photography and full-
motion video.

Lt. Col. John P. Leindecker, 1st Air
Force liaison to Ardent Sentry, agrees. 

“More and more leaders of our
country are discovering the great asset
CAP is and are leveraging it because of

CAP Top Choice for Aerial
Photography, 
Full-Motion Video Missions

Exercise stresses assets in
preparation for hurricane
season in Texas, Louisiana

By Julie DeBardelaben

Second Lt. Richard Anderson was

one of 10 aerial photographers

who participated in Ardent Sentry.

The exercise generated 13,000

digital photos.

Hurricane Zelda turns and surges into Houston, hitting near Brownsville,
Texas, before moving on to Mexico. The aftermath includes massive flooding in
Houston. Meanwhile, Louisiana is also experiencing extensive flooding from a
separate weather front. Welcome to the Ardent Sentry 12 simulated multi-agency
hurricane preparedness mission, in which Civil Air Patrol, armed with high-
resolution aerial photography, has earned a prominent role as a major
participant. The exercise was held May 2-8 in Texas and Louisiana.

“A



their jobs and families and traveling to various command
posts. Their spirit was contagious and their commitment
to serving their country awe-inspiring.

Texas is a hurricane-prone state. “We have a lot of
them,” said Cima, who explained that preparedness is
essential throughout CAP.

“When we have hurricanes, members living
on the coast are evacuating or

hunkering down until it passes,
so we depend on members in

other parts of the state and
nation to be prepared to
move forward to those
areas to help us,” she
said.

Mastering the latest
technology is one of the

members’ greatest
challenges.  
“It takes continual

training and exercising to stay
abreast of the technology,” said

Rushing. “Even with still imagery, the cameras
we had five years ago are really old technology now.”  

Today’s photos are geotagged with latitude and
longitude, so customers will always know the exact
location of each shot. Also, since all images are now
provided to the U.S. Geological Survey’s Hazards Data
Distribution System, the need to send photos to each
agency involved in a mission no longer exists. “This

cost effectiveness,” Leindecker said.  
The organization’s demonstration in recent years of its

ability to perform missions in response to large-scale
calamities like Hurricanes Ike and Irene and the
Deepwater Horizon oil spill, he said, “has shown how
flexible, responsive and effective CAP can be.” 

“CAP is obviously a great national asset,” 
Leindecker added. 

Ardent Sentry is held annually
to sharpen local, state and
national organizations’
readiness and skills in
responding to national-
level emergencies,
including natural
disasters and terrorism
incidents. During this
year’s exercise CAP
generated more than 13,000
aerial digital images, combining
for 322 man-hours and 233 aerial
hours during 114 flights over seven
days. Ground team practice in conducting
health welfare checks and airport fuel and power
availability totaled 14 missions. The airport checks are
critical during a natural disaster, as pilots may not know
where to land or refuel when a power outage occurs.

“Training people to use our assets and to conduct
ground team operations in a real disaster is very
important,” said Col. Brooks Cima, Texas Wing
commander and area command post incident
commander for Ardent Sentry.

Last year CAP was a major player in Ardent
Sentry 11’s New Madrid Fault earthquake
exercise. This year marked the first time the
Texas Wing has participated in Ardent Sentry.

“The exercise is designed to stress our assets
to the breaking point to see how well we
respond,” Cima said. The objective is to learn to
work with other emergency service providers as
well as other wings and regions so everyone is
ready when a real disaster strikes.

Members put in 10-hour days during the
exercise — a commitment that required leaving
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The ability of our 
members to execute disaster
relief missions is our new

bread and butter.

— Col. Jim Rushing
Ardent Sentry project officer

Col. Jim Rushing, Ardent Sentry project officer, left, and Texas Wing Commander

Col. Brooks Cima, right, coordinate logistics with Maj. Steve Robertson, Nighthawk

Composite Squadron commander, in the area command post in Denton, Texas.
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system provides us a valuable repository,” Rushing said.
“The images provided have been fantastic,” Leindecker

said. “CAP met all the taskings several times over.”
In addition to digital imaging, the exercise also stressed

CAP’s new radio technology. Numerous tests were
conducted communicating with CAP’s National
Operations Center at Maxwell Air Force Base, Ala., and
between command posts, all hundreds of
miles apart. The results were successful.
“In a disaster this is extremely important,
because normal methods of
communication are not always available,”
Rushing said.  

“The ability of our members to execute
disaster relief missions is our new bread
and butter,” added Rushing, who declared
the exercise a success. “CAP’s participation
in exercises like this also makes CAP
better known to customers and more
marketable.”

Cima agreed: “We are finally
marketing ourselves properly, treating our
missions like the business it is.”

“I’ve seen us go from a flying club mentality to having
a solid business model,” she said, which has broadened
the organization’s relationships with other emergency
service providers.

“There have been amazing changes in CAP,” said
Cima. “We have learned to be more aggressive, and that’s
what it takes.”  s

Lt. Col. Larry Sidle of the Great Lakes Region tests the automatic link establishment in

CAPʼs HF/ALE radios in CAPʼs mobile communications van. The system was used to

establish communications among Ardent Sentry participants hundreds of miles away. 
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Civil Air Patrol, and the aviation
world at large, lost its “Mama Bird”
when Col. Evelyn Bryan Johnson
— the most prolific female flier
ever and a member of the National

Aviation Hall of Fame — died May
10 in Elizabethtown, Tenn., at age 102.

Johnson, a member of the Tennessee
Wing’s Morristown Composite Squadron, was a CAP
member for more than 62 years, having joined the
organization Dec. 28, 1949. She had been presented
with CAP’s 50-Year Member Award and a Life
Membership in May 2005.

Her “Mama Bird” nickname referred to the
immense number of pilots Johnson trained in her
career — some 5,000, she estimated — as both a

member of the Morristown squadron and as owner of a
local flight school.

“All CAP members join me in paying our respects to
‘Mama Bird,’” said CAP National Commander Maj.
Gen. Chuck Carr upon learning of her death. “Her life
and legacy were a shining example of our organization’s
dedication to service and to sharing the experience of
aviation with youth and the general public.”

Her passing prompted retrospectives of her
accomplishments by such high-profile newspapers as
The New York Times and The Washington Post and on
National Public Radio, and it was noted in Time’s
“Milestones” listings, accompanied by a photo of her in
CAP uniform.

During her decades as a CAP member, Johnson
participated in numerous search and rescue missions and
taught hundreds of cadets to fly.

When inducted into the National Aviation Hall of

C
Tennessee Wing’s 
Evelyn Bryan Johnson 
trained thousands to fly

Evelyn Bryan Johnson

CAP loses ‘Mama Bird,’
world’s most prolific 
female pilot
By Dan Bailey
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Fame in 2007 she had logged more than 50,000 flight
hours — more than any female pilot ever, and exceeded
by only one male flier — and trained more pilots and
administered more Federal Aviation Administration
exams than any other pilot in history. In 1979 the FAA
named her as Flight Instructor of the Year.

Her aviation career began when she earned her
private pilot certificate in June 1945, followed by her
commercial certificate in 1946 and flight instructor
certification the following
year. In all, her flight logs
showed 57,635.4 hours,
or some 6½ years aloft,
totaling 5.5 million miles
— and not a single crash.

“With her passing we
have lost one of the
brightest lights and
leading torchbearers of
aviation,” said Col. Alvin
J. Bedgood, commander
of CAP’s Southeast
Region. “‘Mama Bird’ is
noted for having trained
more pilots than any
single flight instructor in
the history of American
aviation (if not the
world). Her enthusiasm
for aviation is aptly
captured in the phrase
‘love at first flight.’”

Even though
glaucoma and a car
accident that required
amputation of her left leg shortly before her 97th
birthday finally ended Johnson’s flying career, she
remained an active advocate for aviation until the end.
“Evelyn has been a featured speaker at our University of
Tennessee Aerospace Workshop for the last 16 years and
indicated this very week she was looking forward to
returning to speak this July,” Lt. Col. Dave Garner,
Southeast Region director of aerospace education, said

after her death.
In addition to owning Morristown Flying Service for

33 years, Johnson served as manager of the city’s Moore-
Murrell Municipal Airport for nearly six decades. She
served on the Tennessee Aeronautics Commission for 18
years, including four years as chairwoman.

The 20th woman in the U.S. to earn a helicopter
pilot’s license, she was a certified helicopter flight
instructor and a member of the “Whirly Girls”

organization. The Ninety-Nines organization of women
pilots, which she joined in 1947, chose her as one of the
100 most influential women in America.

She is also enshrined in the Women in Aviation
Pioneers Hall of Fame, the National Flight Instructors
Hall of Fame, the Kentucky and Tennessee Halls of
Fame, and the Hamblen County, Tenn., Hall of 
Fame.  s

Evelyn Bryan Johnson sits in the cockpit of a T-33 jet trainer at Knoxville , Tenn. McGhee Tyson Airport in

1957, while being briefed by U.S. Air Force Maj. Alston Brown, left, and Staff Sgt. Murray Judge.
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Before Civil Air Patrol
cadets begin their
weeklong stay at Hawk
Mountain Ranger School,
they are told it won’t be
easy — both physically
and mentally. There are
no modern conveniences.
That means no electricity,
no warm showers and
sleeping in tents regardless of weather conditions. 

The first several days of school start promptly at 6 a.m.
Cadets are led through physical training and an obstacle
course. Then it’s on to learning about techniques used in
team searches, navigation, cutting tools, survival and
woodsmanship skills — to name a few. 

But no matter how difficult it may be, cadets and
officers continue to say their experiences in the
wilderness of Kempton, Pa., during Hawk Mountain are
some of the most rewarding of their CAP careers. 

56 Years 
This July marks the 56th year for Hawk

Mountain, the longest-running search and rescue
school in the nation. 

Not only is it known for providing some of the best
search and rescue training in the country, the school has
also become one of the most intense and professionally
fulfilling summer activities CAP has to offer. 

“What makes us unique is that while most other

By Mitzi Palmer

Dr. Ralph Jones leads a medic class in physiology and anatomy at Hawk Mountain Ranger School. 

B

Invaluable Staff Makes for
Invaluable Training at 

Hawk 
Mountain

Ranger School
Welcomes New
Class This July
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schools take place in classrooms, the duration of Hawk
Mountain Ranger School takes place outside in the same
conditions as a real mission,” said Montana Wing
Commander Col. Herb Cahalen, the school’s commander. 

Cahalen has been involved with Hawk Mountain as a
staff member since 1964.

“There are still staff members that were there as
officers when I started as a cadet,” he said. “We are like
one big family. We push everyone who becomes a staff
member to take ownership of the mountain, because it’s
up to them to ensure the quality of the training is top of
the line.”

The staff team at Hawk Mountain represents a wide
range of disciplines — military, medical, law
enforcement, business, safety, construction, engineering
and aviation science.

“It makes for a well-rounded program,” Cahalen said.

Invaluable Training, Staff
Staff members like Dr. Ralph Jones are key to

providing the invaluable training Hawk Mountain
offers, Cahalen said. 

A former CAP member and now base medical officer,
Jones attended Hawk Mountain as a cadet in 1971 with
Cahalen as his basic squadron cadet commander. 

“Over time, I participated in
basic winter school, advanced
winter school, the first medical
school and advanced summer
school,” Jones said. “By 1973, I
was on the staff as a cadet
medic, and I served as the
advanced medic for three years
during both the winter and
summer schools.”

A couple of years later, he
joined the U.S. Navy as a
hospital corpsman, transferred to
senior status and was assigned to
duty in Japan for four years.
After his return to the States,
Jones served at Hawk Mountain

once again as a senior medic from 1980 to 1983 while
attending Penn State University. After graduation, he
was commissioned into the Navy Medical Corps, and he
stayed on the Hawk Mountain staff during the summer
for three years.

“Because medical training and my military career
required long hours and dedication, I lost touch with
CAP until 1999, when I was invited to a retreat at Col.
Cahalen’s cabin for expert rangers and master medics,”
Jones said. “It didn’t take long to see the light, and I was
invited back on the staff as base medical officer.”

Jones has served faithfully in this role ever since. Over
the last 10 years, he has helped the program establish an
excellent base medical facility with two emergent care
beds and the capability to initiate basic life support and
bridge wilderness with urban advanced life support and
minor office and emergent procedures. 

“It makes a real impact on the attendees,” he noted.
Jones, chief of surgical oncology at Walter Reed

National Military Medical Center, attributed his
successful military and medical careers to the training he
received at Hawk Mountain.

“Self-discipline, leadership, responsibility, dedication
and service to others was the foundation,” he said. “The
mentoring and refinement of my abilities I owe to the
many men and women who fostered me through the

Lt. Col. Sean Neal of the New York Wing teaches a navigation class at Hawk Mountain.
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rigors of the ranger program.”
Since his first ranger school experience at Hawk

Mountain, Jones has been placed in several life-
altering situations that required precise reaction—
including serving as the medical ground team leader
at Ground Zero after the World Trade Center attacks
in 2001. 

“Too many people were ill-prepared, not informed
of the Federal Response Plan and lacked training in
organizational chaos,” he said. “CAP prepared me
well for that assignment.

“There are few programs for youth that prepare
one for life, mentor the process of leadership and
permit young people to actually run operations.
Hawk Mountain is invaluable and the reason I have
given back to the school more than I will ever
attempt to recover.”  s

To learn more about Hawk Mountain Ranger School,
visit pawg.cap.gov/hawk_mountain.
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Adaptability and quick response times
make Civil Air Patrol’s members
extremely resourceful in a variety of
situations. That proved especially true
on a recent mission in Arizona and
New Mexico. 

A  New Mexico Wing aircrew first used CAP’s
sophisticated Airborne Real-time Cueing Hyperspectral
Enhanced Reconnaissance (ARCHER) system to help
locate a missing man in Arizona. Then, hours later, on
their way home, the crew used its aircraft’s
RHOTHETA (formerly known as Becker) Avionics
advanced direction finding system to find a downed
helicopter in New Mexico.

Dennis Elkins, a 64-year-old California man, got lost
in early May while driving near the White Tank
Mountains. He had a weak cell phone signal, so Elkins,
who had Alzheimer’s disease and diabetes, left his car to
find a better signal. After he called Maricopa County,
Ariz., deputies to tell them he was lost, no one heard
from him again.

Law enforcement officials searched fruitlessly for
Elkins for several days; time was running out. That’s
when they reached out to CAP. Using the ARCHER
system on board the Gippsland GA8 Airvan, the CAP
airborne searchers needed only two hours to locate the
vehicle parked under a tree.  

Using the spectral coordinates of Elkins’ vehicle from
ARCHER, the incident commander radioed for
authorities on the ground to send a helicopter to the
location. The man’s body was found nearby, said Capt.
Ed Longoria, deputy commander and operations officer
for the Albuquerque squadron. Unfortunately, Elkins
had died after several days in the desert with no water.

As the CAP members headed home, the Federal
Aviation Administration’s Albuquerque Center notified
them of a reported emergency locator transmitter, or
ELT, signal from a distressed aircraft in northwest New

One flight produces
finds in two states
Versatile New Mexico Wing aircrew uses ARCHER to find lost man, RHOTHETA
direction finding system to track helicopter pilot and passenger — all on same mission

By Jenn Rowell

A
Members of the CAP aircrew, posing for a photo outside their

Gippsland GA8 Airvan, were, from left, Capt. Terry Bass as pilot, Maj.

James Steele as mission observer and ARCHER Trac operator, Capt.

Walter Dutton as ARCHER operator and 2nd Lt. Randy Hammit as

mission observer. Dutton is commander of the Las Cruces Composite

Squadron; the others are from Albuquerque Senior Squadron 2.

Steele is commander of the unit.
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Mexico. “At that time, we were too far away to pick up
the ELT signal,” Steele said. “However, as we got closer
to Mount Taylor, we diverted from our planned route
and acquired the ELT signal using the RHOTHETA
direction finding system on our plane. It was a strong
121.5 MHz signal, so we were able to fly directly to
the downed helicopter.”

The helicopter pilot, Jareb Mirczak, and his
passenger, Sean Mossing, both of Carson City, Nev., had
made an emergency crash landing near the north side of
Mount Taylor after the chopper’s engine failed. The
New Mexico Wing crew provided detailed information
to the Albuquerque Center, which notified state police. 

The crew continued to expand its flight circle in
search of the passengers, without success, Longoria said. 

They learned later that Mirczak and Mossing had
walked away from the crash site to a wind-turbine farm
on Mount Taylor and were uninjured. Ground rescue
personnel, led by the coordinates provided by the CAP

crew, reached the site by early the next morning. 
“The crew not only used sophisticated ARCHER

technology during these missions but also showed great
adaptability while being called to another state to assist
in locating a downed helicopter,” said Col. Mark E.
Smith, New Mexico Wing commander.  s

A New Mexico Wing aircrew located this downed helicopter near

the north side of Mount Taylor, allowing rescuers to reach the pilot

and a passenger, who both survived the crash.
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Inside ARCHER
CAP has eight ARCHER systems, which incorporate an advanced

hyperspectral imaging system and a panchromatic high-resolution imaging
camera. At a standard mission altitude of 2,500 feet above ground level and
100-knot ground speed, the imaging resolution is 1 square meter per pixel. The
high-resolution imaging camera is about 8 centimeters by 8 centimeters per
pixel. ARCHER also features GPS capability and an inertial navigation system. 

These components provide aircraft location, altitude, pitch, yaw and roll so
that each image pixel can be accurately positioned on a virtual map in real
time during missions.

The geo-registered digital image is plotted on the airborne station monitor
in real time. Identified targets are highlighted with yellow or red
circumscribed squares. At the same time, a high-resolution image chip of the
newly identified target is displayed in a separate window and the target
location is recorded in latitude, longitude and elevation. At any time during a
mission, target image chips with their location information can be transmitted

to ground observers using the satellite-transmitted digital imaging system modem.  
CAP members must be ARCHER-qualified to operate the system. “It’s not user-friendly. You have to know

how to use it,” said Capt. Ed Longoria, deputy commander and operations officer for Albuquerque Senior
Squadron 2.  

Members train regularly on exercise missions to maintain their proficiency at a high level on a variety of search
and rescue scenarios. They use the ARCHER technology on some of those training missions.

This photo taken in flight shows CAPʼs

ARCHER system in use during the

search for Dennis Elkins, a 64-year-

old California man missing in Arizona.



Celebrating 70 years!
Civil Air Patrol’s cadet program

may be celebrating 70 years of
service this October, but its
birthday blessings come true every

day as its youthful participants leave the
nest to pursue purposeful lives and
meaningful careers. With input and
molding from the program, idealistic
CAP cadets find themselves equipped to
give substance to their hopes and dreams.

C



Flights of fancy become real
For those who dream of flying, CAP can turn those

hopes into reality. Air Force Maj. Shawna Rochelle
“Lex” Kimbrell says she initially joined CAP as a
cadet in Parker, Colo., in the early 1990s to help her
earn a pilot’s license. “But I ended up doing a lot
more,” she said.

As team commander, Kimbrell led the Colorado
Wing’s drill team to win the Rocky Mountain Region’s
competition and then represent the region in National
Cadet Competition. She also commanded cadets in her
local squadron. 

“One of the most difficult things to do, I think, is to
lead your peers, and CAP is a great way to learn that
skill,” she said, adding she took great satisfaction in

“taking kids who didn’t know the
first thing about marching or
volleyball and really pushing them
to find their own strengths.”

An Air Force F-16 pilot,
Kimbrell is assigned to Nellis Air
Force Base, Nev., as assistant
director of operations for the 6th

Combat Training Squadron, which focuses on joint
firepower integration. “The military-like experience
CAP afforded me really assisted with my transition to
military life,” Kimbrell said, and her experience
participating in cadet encampments gave her a sense of
comfort when she went on to attend the Air Force
Academy in Colorado Springs.

CAP’s Cadet Program
continues to set its members on 

paths to success

By Kristi Carr
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Maj. Shawna Kimbrell may have joined Civil

Air Patrol as a cadet to help realize her

flight ambitions, but CAP delivered much

more than that, contributing to her success

as a U.S. Air Force pilot in multiple ways.

Photo by U.S. Air Force Airman 1st Class Ashley Wood
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Public service continues
A major tenet of CAP’s cadet program is service 

to others. 

Dr. Laura Thompson Jones took that message from

her days as a CAP cadet to heart as she pursued a career

as a physician. 

Growing up in a small town in Ohio, Jones said she

was able to take advantage of many opportunities

through CAP that

otherwise would not have

been available. Her

brother, Ronald

Thompson, was already a

cadet when she joined

what is now known as

Wright Brothers

Composite Squadron.

“We traveled all over

the state and eventually

nationally, participating in

training exercises and drill

competitions, learning

search and rescue skills and

running activities,” Jones

said. “As a result, we

learned to lead.”

As an emergency

medicine physician at

Marshall Medical Center

in Placerville, Calif.,

Jones said, “I love what I do and feel CAP deserves some

credit for preparing me so well to handle the challenges

of my chosen career.” 

CAP, she explained, put her in positions of

responsibility as a cadet, notably as chairwoman of the

National Cadet Advisory Council, and provided her

education and experiences through national cadet special

activities, such as the International Air Cadet Exchange,

the National Flight Academy and Hawk Mountain

Ranger School. “Through these experiences,” Jones said,

“I truly learned how to organize and take charge of a

multifaceted activity, to manage people, run a business

meeting and, probably most importantly, how to deal

with stresses associated with those tasks.

“My life was shaped by CAP,” she added. She married

Dustin Jones, another former CAP cadet and fellow

recipient of the Gen. Carl A. Spaatz Award, the cadet

program’s highest honor. Three years ago, along with her

husband and brother, who is also a Spaatz

recipient, she joined a local CAP unit,

where all three provide mentoring to the

members of Eugene L. Carnahan Cadet

Squadron 85.  “We almost won the

National Cadet Competition last year!”

Jones, now a CAP major, declared. The

strong NCC showing resulted from

formation of the Group 5 Drill Team

consisting of members of the unit and other

top cadets in the group.

The Rev. John Reutemann, now a

Catholic priest serving parishioners at

Sacred Heart Catholic Church in La Plata,

Md., was once a cadet in the Maryland

Wing’s Bethesda-Chevy Chase Composite

Squadron, where he experienced the

satisfaction that comes from serving others.

He served as cadet commander of Maryland

Wing Group IV, Tri-Wing Encampment

and National Blue Beret, participated in

IACE twice, served nationally on the Cadet

Advisory Council and ultimately received the Spaatz

award.

But on the verge of acceptance to the Air Force

Academy, Reutemann went on a church retreat, where

he felt called to the priesthood. He went directly into

the seminary from high school and, after eight years of

seminary college, was ordained a priest in 2010.

While he is addressed as “Father” at church, he is

“Lieutenant Colonel” at CAP, where he established and

now commands the Maryland Wing’s Charles

“My memories of cadet life are fond and

countless,” Dr. Laura Thompson Jones said,

adding that she keeps in touch with many of her

former fellow cadets.
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Composite Squadron. Currently a second lieutenant in

the Air Force chaplain candidate program, he expects to

be active duty in another year. 

“The many leadership opportunities I was blessed to

have as a cadet have certainly helped shape the priest

and Air Force officer I am today,” Reutemann said.

“Only in CAP can a teenager be put in a position where

he is truly responsible for other people’s training, growth

and overall well-being, thus learning firsthand what

command really entails.”

Leadership rules
Retired Air Force Col. Ken Goss

sandwiched his military career
between his cadet membership in
the Massachusetts Wing’s South

Shore Composite Squadron
and a 25-year tenure as
director of government
relations for the Air Force
Association. Now semi-
retired, he is a CAP officer in
the Congressional Squadron
in Washington, D.C., and is
working with the
organization’s legislative
liaison, Col. John Swain, to
push through Congress CAP’s quest for a
Congressional Gold Medal for its service during
World War II. 

“Without a doubt,” Goss said, “CAP gets the
credit for my personal and professional successes. It
was the foundation, delivering personal values of
integrity, honor, discipline and teamwork.” Goss
explained he saw the cadet program as a way to
experience some adventures, develop leadership skills
and learn how to fly. “But it far exceeded my
expectations,” he said.

While Goss took full advantage of what the
program had to offer, including IACE and
scholarships for flight training, he insists it’s the
people that CAP is truly about. “Recognizing the
cadet program’s 70th anniversary is a tribute as well

to all those senior member volunteers who have given so
much to cadets over the years,” he said. “Serving as role
models, they have invited the cadets into their homes and
into their lives.”

Kevin Cooley, chief executive officer for Resource
Management Concepts Inc. in Lexington Park, Md., is
another former cadet who drew on his CAP experiences to
propel him into a position of leadership in the business
world. With a professional life focused on providing

The Rev. John Reutemann was still a Civil Air Patrol cadet when he

went to seminary studies. Now he is an ordained priest in the

Catholic Church, still active with CAP as commander of the Maryland

Wingʼs Charles Composite

Squadron and looking forward to

active duty as an Air Force

chaplain in another year.

As Gen. Carl A. Spaatz

Award recipient No. 39,

Ken Goss was seasoned

by the CAP cadet

program for a long

career in leadership

roles with both the Air

Force and the Air Force

Association. 
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engineering and management services in support
of the U.S. Department of Defense, the Navy in
particular, Cooley said, “CAP provided me a
valuable introduction to the military culture and
vocabulary, as well as how to successfully navigate
management processes that accompany a military
bureaucracy.”

Growing up near Naval Air Station Patuxent
River fostered Cooley’s interest in aviation, so
CAP membership was a natural choice. In 1983,
he joined the Maryland Wing’s St. Marys
Composite Squadron as a youngster. He’s now a
lieutenant colonel in the wing’s Legislative
Squadron.

“I learned a tremendous amount during my
time as a CAP cadet,” Cooley said. “The CAP senior
members in my squadron and the Maryland Wing
modeled behavior and values that have helped me be
successful.”

Cooley especially recalls the benefits he derived from
the wing’s solo school, a must for those interested in
aviation, and a course in pararescue orientation. “The
pararescue course taught me a lot about perseverance and
self-reliance,” he said.

Give me one of everything, please
For Mary Kay Higgins, who joined the Illinois Wing’s

Bridgeview Composite Squadron (later Hometown
Composite Squadron) in suburban Chicago in the mid-
1960s, life has proven to be a cornucopia of possibilities.

Why choose just one?
Her first career was with the Air Force. She

attended a two-year Air Force ROTC program
at the Illinois Institute of Technology and
through a cross-town agreement with St. Xavier
College (now St. Xavier University), where she
was pursuing studies in chemistry, she was
commissioned as an Air Force second lieutenant
upon graduation in 1974. She was one of only
six women accepted into the Air Force’s first
undergraduate navigator program, graduating at
the top of her class in the fall of 1977. 

After being promoted to captain and then
graduating at the top of her wing in squadron
officers’ school in 1979, she received word she

would be trained as a pilot. Two years later, Higgins
became the first woman in the Air Force to be dual-rated
as both a pilot and navigator. After flying the “Looking
Glass” as co-pilot with the 2nd Airborne Command and
Control Squadron at Offutt Air Force Base, Neb., she
qualified as aircraft commander at the Combat Crew
Training Course at Castle AFB, Calif. 

During her Air Force career, Higgins continued to
advance and study. After completing a master’s degree in
operations research at the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology in early 1987, she was assigned to the Pentagon,
where she worked on bomber and tanker effectiveness. By
the time she ended that assignment, Higgins had been
selected for the rank of lieutenant colonel.

Then life led her in an entirely new direction. While in
the Washington, D.C., area, she volunteered to cook
hot lunches at the local Dominican Retreat House and
to help at the Daughters of Charity soup kitchen in
Baltimore and at St. Ann’s Infant and Maternity Home
in Washington. In September 1991, she entered the
Daughters of Charity of St. Vincent de Paul, providing

Still a member of the

Maryland Wing, Kevin

Cooley looks forward to

the day his children will

be old enough to join

the cadet program.

Mary Kay Higginsʼ cadet experience provided her with leadership

skills that have helped her succeed in several career fields,

including positions in the Air Force and the private sector and as

a volunteer for charitable causes. Since her days as a cadet, she

has continued to give back to the program, providing service in

numerous positions. Here, then Brig. Gen. William M. Rajczak

administers the oath of office for her promotion to colonel.
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pastoral care at St. Agnes
Hospital in Baltimore.
The next year, she was
accepted in the novitiate.

Thanks to a former
Pentagon colleague, her
resume landed on the
right desk at the MITRE
Corp., a nonprofit based
in McLean, Va., that operates
federally funded research and
development centers. So began
Higgins’ third career.

Higgins continued to juggle work
in the Air Force and the private
sector, as well as volunteering for
charitable causes. She eventually
became active again in the Air Force,
first as a reservist and then full-time, retiring from active
duty in 2004. Today she is a lead modeling and simulation
engineer at MITRE.

“Without question,” Higgins said, “the most important
thing I gained from the CAP cadet program was
leadership training and experience.” 

As a cadet, she also earned the Spaatz award. She related a
story from her Air Force ROTC summer training. When a
major asked the cadets if any had had any experience with
Junior ROTC or CAP, her expression must have changed, as
he immediately pointed at her and said, “I knew it! Spaatz
award?” CAP had given her “a leg up,” she explained.

Higgins further believes the Air Force core value of
“service before self” also began for her while in CAP. “It
gave no room for complaining,” she said, teaching her
instead to “set the example.”

Another CAP cadet who went on to a multifaceted life
is Col. Len Blascovich. A CAP member for 60 years,
Blascovich joined in Brooklyn, N.Y., in 1952. Today he is
CAP’s national historian, making him one of the most
senior volunteers in the organization. He was responsible,
along with the late Col. Louisa Morse, for developing
CAP’s history program. 

Outside CAP, Blascovich served in the Air Force from
1961 to 1967 and later worked in the private sector as an
electrical engineer. He since has been a high-level executive
in a number of major corporations, including service as

assistant vice president at
Science Applications
International Corp. and as
director of the professional
products division for Pioneer
Electronics. A member of the
Society of Motion Picture and
Television Engineers,
Blascovich also worked on the
development of high-

definition television.
He credits his CAP cadet days

with giving him skills in public
speaking, project management
and leadership, all instilling in
him the desire to learn, lead and
excel. Like many other cadets
who went on to successful

careers, he took advantage of top CAP cadet programs,
including participation in IACE in 1957, going to
Denmark where he flew and soloed in a glider; the 1954
National Cadet Competition in Indianapolis; and seven
encampments, including service in 1958 as cadet
commander leading 1,100 cadets.

His love for the cadet program is evident in his
volunteer duties over the years, which have included service
as a national project officer for the national drill competition
and the IACE ball when those events were held in New
York City. He served as director of cadets for the Northeast
Region and was appointed volunteer director of the
National Cadet Competition from 1997 through 2008.

In 1994, Blascovich started an event called the Gathering
of Diamonds, a meeting of Spaatz award recipients that
later evolved into the Spaatz Association. This led Brig.
Gen. Richard Anderson, a former CAP national
commander, to dub Blascovich CAP’s oldest cadet.

Party on!
CAP’s cadet program revels in the successes its members

have achieved — whether in flight, in public service or as
leaders in the public sector. Each of this year’s 70 birthday
candles burns bright with the accomplishments of literally
hundreds of thousands of young people who have gone on
to do themselves and their country proud.  s

Then and now, Col. Len Blascovich has

loved CAP for 60 years — from the time

he traveled to Denmark (not in this

plane!) for the International Air Cadet

Exchange to serving the organization

decades later, whether as the 1997

commander of Blue Beret, as shown

here, or as CAPʼs national historian.



“It was a wonderful and exciting experience.”
That’s how Mary Ellen DeDominicis

Chestnut sums up her two years as a Civil Air
Patrol cadet in a squadron based at Miami Beach
Senior High School during the early 1940s. 

Born in New Jersey, she moved to Florida as a
teenager after her older brother, Barney DeDominicis, was
killed when his steam merchant ship was torpedoed by a
German U-boat in April 1942. When her remaining
brother, Edward, enlisted in the U.S. Navy in Miami Beach,
she and her mother expected him to be discharged there, so
they moved to Florida in anticipation of that time.

“So, of course, he was discharged in Norfolk, Va.,” she
recalled with a laugh.

The family was prepared to return to New Jersey, but
when her brother went home he found all his friends were
gone. Instead, he joined his sister and mother in Miami
Beach, telling them that seemed to be as good a place to
be as any.

And so Mary Ellen DeDominicis, later Mary Ellen
DeDominicis Chestnut, attended Miami Beach Senior
High, joining the all-girl CAP squadron there as a junior
and senior. Being in a cadet squadron “was so exciting for
me, because I loved flying,” she said, recalling an
“imperious” flight instructor whom she and her fellow
cadets knew as “Madame Rinker.”

Chestnut also served as drill sergeant for her unit’s drill
team. Told she certainly didn’t sound like a drill sergeant
over the phone, she assured an interviewer: “I can if I
want to.”

One particular episode during a drill competition
remains vivid nearly 70 years later. “The wind was so bad
my commands were lost; we looked like ants out there,”
she said. “That was embarrassing.”

She also remembers standing watch from atop the
Blackstone Hotel — which, at 13 stories, had been the
city’s highest structure until 1936 — for enemy
submarines in Miami Harbor. 

“We also tried to make sure people kept their lights
low” at night, so enemy planes wouldn’t have obvious
bombing or strafing targets.

For her and her fellow cadets, it was all a part of doing
what they could to help out the war effort, said Chestnut. 

“We did have a great time,” she said fondly. “We
always did.

“It was a big, big part of my growing up.” s

Mary Ellen DeDominicis Chestnut, who turns 85 in
August, now lives in Franklin, N.C., with her husband,
Earl, who served in the U.S. Army Air Corps in the Pacific
during World War II. They have been married for 60 years
and have three children and three grandchildren. Chestnut
is retired after a 35-year career as a high school educator.

‘A wonderful
and exciting
experience’
The Volunteer’s ‘cover girl’ recalls her CAP days
By Dan Bailey
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It was a calm,
moonless winter

night in Texas as 2nd
Lt. Sarah Rovner flew

a Civil Air Patrol
Cessna 172 from West Houston Airport
to Conroe’s Lone Star Executive Airport.

She had just attended a Thunderbird
Composite Squadron meeting and was on her way home. 

“I loved flying at night, when the air was mostly calm
and smooth,” she wrote in a personal account of that
evening. “The calm, cold winter night air made it an
unusually smooth ride.”  

When she was about eight miles from the Lone Star
airport, she could see the familiar glow of the Airport’s
runway lights awaiting her arrival. 

That’s when everything changed. 
“I could hear the surreal sound of the engine dying

instantly and the sound of the wind hitting the airframe
without the engine noise to drown it out. I thought to
myself, ‘No way, this could not be happening to me,’”
she wrote. 

Rovner pushed in the throttle, reasoning that the
rapidly windmilling propeller should help the engine

Texas pilot overcomes
adversity to land CAP
plane on city street

By Jenn Rowell

I
Second Lt. Sarah Rovnerʼs piloting skills following engine failure produced a

happy ending and an inspirational story about composure in the face of adversity. 

‘This could 
not be
happening 

to me’

‘This could 
not be
happening 

to me’



restart. But there was no response. After
exhausting all restart procedures, she began
looking for a place to land.  

Highly concerned, Rovner decided to focus on
flying the airplane instead of thinking about the
“limitless outcomes.” 

Now about 250 feet above the ground, she
confirmed her landing spot while going through
emergency procedures with Steve Bruce, the air
traffic controller on duty. “It was calming to hear
his voice, to know I was not alone in this
moment,” she said. 

As Rovner approached the ground, she saw power
lines paralleling the road, her wings too wide to clear
them. She slowed down to 60 knots and could see
sparks as the lines scraped the wing tips. She pitched
up to prevent other power lines from coming through
the cockpit. 

“I braced for impact, but then I realized the plane
was still flying and I was about 10 feet off the ground,”
she said. “The power lines had broken off the pole and
were spinning in the prop and landing gear.”

When Rovner landed at Davis and Sixth streets, she
swerved to miss an oncoming vehicle. The plane’s
right wing caught a utility pole, causing the aircraft to
spin and the headset to fly off her head as the
windshield shattered. 

The vehicle’s driver “kept me from falling over, as
my knees could not support my body,” she said. “My
hands were shaking, and it took me several tries to
dial 911.” 

She was alive and unharmed!
The airport control tower sent two U.S. Army

chopper crews training in the area to check on the
accident. Emergency personnel also immediately
responded, and the National Transportation Safety
Board arrived to investigate. The NTSB’s report cited
mechanical failure.

A local police sergeant said Rovner’s training and cool
head allowed a “miracle on Davis Street.” 

“My training kicked in and the words ‘fly the plane
first’ echoed in my mind. I never let myself stop flying the
plane and decided I was going to live, no matter what,”
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she said. “Those two attitudes saved my life.”
Col. Robert Diduch, CAP’s national safety officer,

agrees: “To have walked away from an aircraft following
an engine failure at night was fortunate and remarkable.
She regained her composure, prioritized tasks and made
correct decisions, which is a tribute to her consummate
skill.”  s

My training 
kicked in and the

words ‘fly the plane
first’ echoed in my
mind. I never let

myself stop flying the
plane and decided 
I was going to live, 

no matter what.
Those two attitudes 
saved my life.

— 2nd Lt. Sarah Rovner

This map tracks the CAP aircraftʼs path in the moments before the crash.

”
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In 2011 alone — the year Civil Air Patrol
celebrated its 70th anniversary — CAP
members flew 4,367 hours in support of
homeland security missions for America. 

Some are more recognizable than others,
like the security flights flown in years past for

the Democratic and Republican national conventions,
the G8 summits and the Super Bowl. Some are
necessary flyovers that provide imagery of critical
infrastructure and key information to help fight the
war on drugs. And in some missions federal agencies
practice intercepting CAP aircraft simulating a threat
to the United States.

Homeland Operations Division
Working under the U.S. Air Force’s Homeland

Operations Division, CAP is uniquely positioned to
conduct cost-effective missions in support of the nation’s
homeland security initiatives. 

In fact, CAP is able to have a manned airborne
platform over any major city or strategic resource in the
country, usually in less than two hours.

“Probably one of the most critical things we do in
homeland security is support intercept training and
evaluation for the U.S. Air Force as well as U.S. Customs
and Border Protection,” said CAP National Headquarters
Deputy Director of Operations John Desmarais. 

By Mitzi Palmer

Cadet Lt. Col. Michael Poussard, who has participated in three

homeland security missions from the ground, hopes to one day

receive CAPʼs Homeland Security Ribbon.

Photo by Lt. Col. Peter Hantelman, National Capital Wing

I

Key SupportProviding Key Support
to Homeland Security
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During frequent intercept training missions, called
Fertile Keynote, CAP’s Cessna 172s and 182s often act
as the aircraft that present a threat. 

“We simulate threats as if we were the plane that was
loaded with explosives or inadvertently strayed into
restricted airspace, so fighters, helicopters and DOD
(Department of Defense) assets can practice responding,”
said Lt. Col. Peter Hantelman, director of homeland
security missions for the National Capital Wing. 

Last year, CAP flew 2,583 hours on 272 of these
intercept training missions, an increase of more than 35
percent from 2010. Additionally, 1,784 hours were
flown in support of federal, state and local partners
across the nation on other homeland security-related
missions — a 26 percent increase from the year before. 

One of the Best-Kept Secrets
CAP has been participating in homeland security

missions since World War II, but its role has grown
exponentially in the last few years.

According to Hantelman, this is partly due to the
decrease of search-and-rescue missions resulting from
introduction of 406 MHz emergency beacons, which aid
in the detection of boats, aircraft and people in distress. 

Another reason is the overall heightened security
measures after the Sept. 1, 2001, terrorist attacks, in
which CAP members were the first to fly over the World
Trade Center to take aerial images of the disaster site.

“It’s definitely one of the best-kept secrets about
CAP,” Hantelman said.

Responding to Missions
Homeland security missions are assigned

within CAP according to the territory, or state,
of the task. 

Members who participate are drawn from
the involved CAP wing’s emergency services-
qualified member base, with members from
surrounding wings assisting when needed.

Hantelman said some missions span 
multiple states, so the affected wings may
alternate assignments.

“Members are chosen based on individual
availability, much the same as any mission or

exercise,” he said. “Any member can participate, senior
or cadet, as long as they meet the minimum
qualifications for the duty assigned.”

Qualified members or properly supervised trainees
can participate on the ground, but they must be at least
18 to qualify as aircrew members. CAP’s senior leaders
are careful to limit participation of cadets under 18 in
missions that could be law enforcement-sensitive or
inappropriate for youth.

Cadet Lt. Col. Michael Poussard of Fairfax Composite
Squadron, a high school senior, is trained as a mission
staff assistant and radio operator in the National Capital
Wing. He has participated in four homeland security
missions since he joined CAP at age 14. 

“I joined CAP because I’ve always wanted to be a
pilot,” said Poussard, who already has his private pilot’s
license, “but I learned there’s so much more to CAP
than flying.” 

Now, just weeks after turning 18, Poussard hopes to
soon qualify to fly missions himself and one day receive
CAP’s Homeland Security Ribbon.

In order to earn it, members must complete 10 actual
homeland security sorties as defined by the tasking
organization as being in the interest of the security or
defense of the nation. Clasps can be added for
participation in each additional 10 sorties. 

“I don’t think a lot of members have it, and it would
be a really neat honor,” Poussard said. s

National Capital Wing aircraft routinely fly through restricted airspace over

the District of Columbia.
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Most experts agree that
without a renewed focus
on science, technology,

engineering and math (STEM), America
will fall behind in the global race of
science and technology. That’s why
President Barack Obama has made 
STEM education a key component 
of his “Educate to Innovate” campaign 
for excellence. 

Long before the president’s initiative,
CAP had the same goal in mind when it
made STEM education a core
component of its cadet programs for
youth 12-20 years old. These programs
are now complemented by a K-6th grade
program — Aerospace Connections in Education —
ensuring STEM education touches the lives of youth of
all ages nationwide. 

ACE’s aerospace-oriented lesson plans promote
academics, character development and physical fitness.
The program currently benefits approximately 700
teachers and 18,000 students in 27 states.

The Ohio Achievement Test results of Van Buren
Elementary fifth-graders — who had the highest
science scores in Hancock County — is typical of the
program’s success.

“This is a validation of how aerospace education CAN
and DOES cover state and national standards,” said their
teacher, Beppie Walerius, who was named 2012 ACE
Teacher of the Year. “We had a 96.3 percent passage rate.
And what the statistics don’t show is that there were no
students performing at a limited level! 

“It is amazing what young people can do when they are
self-motivated,” said Walerius, who has inspired her
students through numerous enrichment opportunities
available through the ACE program. Activities such as
building and launching rockets, airplanes and hot air

By Susan Mallett
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ACE Student of the Year, Matthew Cratem of Jacksonville, Fla., enjoys a Space

Camp trip with his Aerospace Connections in Education class.

M

CAP K-6 Program ACEs
Educational 
Excellence 
Nationwide
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balloons have kept the inquiry level high in her classroom.
Wrights Mill Road Elementary School in Auburn,

Ala., is another ACE success story. All 500 students in
grades 1-5 were exposed to ACE as a supplemental
enrichment program led by fifth-grade teacher Christi
Keith. She was named 2012
ACE Coordinator of the Year
for her efforts, which included
ACE Lift-Off events with
schoolwide aerospace
activities; motivational
speakers, including college
students in the Air Force
ROTC program; and a CAP
airplane fly-over with Keith
and another ACE teacher on
board for a CAP Teacher
Orientation Program (TOP)
flight. CAP TOP flights
complement the ACE Program
by taking aerospace education teachers out of the
classroom and into the sky, creating enthusiasm for
aviation and aerospace education that can only be
gained from firsthand experience. 

Matthew Cratem, a sixth-grader at San Jose Catholic
School in Jacksonville, Fla., has been interested in
aerospace education as long as he can remember, having
explored airports, attended Space Camp weekend in
Huntsville, Ala., and researched all types of science related
to aerospace and future careers in his free time. This
year he inspired his classmates by completing all 21
ACE assignments as well as the robotics competition
and contributing to class lessons with extra
information he found while researching NASA.
Cratem earned the ACE Student of the Year award
as well as a Right Stuff award from the school to
attend a week of Space Camp. 

Antioch Elementary School in Crestview, Fla.,
was presented the ACE School of the Year award
for offering an overall outstanding program that
featured demonstrations and class instruction
presented in partnership with members of the
community. The honor was shared by the school’s

43 classroom teachers and its 800 K-5 students. 
The ACE Accolade Award for exceptional

achievement was shared by two ACE school
coordinators — Brandi DeSandro, a K-6 teacher with
Pike County Schools in Alabama, and Tracy

Huemoeller, a third-
grade teacher at
Anthem School in
Anthem, Ariz.
DeSandro secured
grants to support
programs she
coordinated in two
schools and in the
process helped inspire
her rural American
Indian students toward
higher goals.
Huemoeller led her
school toward 100

percent participation and exciting enrichment and 
team-building opportunities connected with the 
ACE program.

“The interactive aspects of the ACE program really
motivate kids,” Huemoeller said. “Learning a concept
and then practicing it with things that relate to the real
world is the best way to learn.”

An attractive benefit for teachers is the cost of the
program: It’s free for CAP teacher members. Participants

An ACE class prepares for liftoff in a space bubble in Pike County, Ala.

The interactive
aspects of the ACE

program really 
motivate kids.

— Anthem School teacher Tracy Huemoeller”
“
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receive a curriculum guide of aerospace-
themed, national academic standards-
driven lessons for their grade level; a class
set of educational resources related to the
program; ACE T-shirts intended to build
team camaraderie; student ACE program
completion certificates; a teacher plaque
noting successful program completion;
and, most importantly, the opportunity
for CAP officers and cadets to work with
the schools. 

Sponsoring partners of the program
are the Air Force Association, FLIR
Thermal Imaging Systems Inc. and
Lightspeed Aviation Foundation. 

More information about the 
ACE program is available at
www.capmembers.com/ace s

Christi Keith leads the ACE program at Wrights

Mill Road Elementary School in Auburn, Ala.,

where all 500 students in grades 1-5 gain

year-round exposure to the program through a

variety of special events and activities.

Just the Facts
• ACE schools have seen a 27 percent increase in 

standardized science-thinking skills assessment. 
• Pre- and post-tests reveal a 46 percent average increase in students’ program knowledge.  
• Ninety-one percent of ACE teachers plan to retain the program as part of the overall

school program. 
• The ACE program is designed to inspire students toward aerospace careers. These 

students will be prepared to maintain national security and global competiveness 
for America well into the future.

Beppie Waleriusʼ fifth-graders had

the highest Ohio Achievement

Test science scores in Hancock

County, a feat that can be

attributed to the ACE program.

Walerius was named ACE

Teacher of the Year for this

exceptional accomplishment.
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The Gen. Carl A.
Spaatz Award is Civil
Air Patrol’s highest
cadet honor,

presented to select cadets who
have excelled in leadership,
character, fitness and aerospace
education. And while less than
one-half of 1 percent of all
cadets receive the Spaatz, for
the Barrow family of North
Carolina the percentage is
considerably higher.

The family has produced
not one, but three recipients of
the prestigious award. 

The most recent recipient,
Cadet Col. Peter Barrow of the
North Carolina Wing’s Apex
Cadet Squadron, received the Spaatz award in January.
The 18-year-old is the fourth oldest of six siblings, all of
whom are CAP members or have been involved with
CAP at one time. 

A recent graduate in his home-schooled high school
program, Barrow joined CAP in 2005 and is an active

member of the Apex
squadron, based just
outside Raleigh. 

Advancing steadily
through the CAP
cadet program, he has
held many positions in
his unit, including
flight sergeant, first
sergeant, flight
commander, executive
officer, deputy cadet
commander and cadet
commander. In 2011,
Barrow was also
commander of his
squadron drill team,
which won at the
wing and Middle East
Region levels and
finished second in
National Cadet

Competition.
“I learned immeasurable lessons about teamwork

through my four years of participation in drill team,” 
he said.

Barrow graduated from the first Combat Control
Orientation Course at what was then Pope Air Force

A Spaatz Award
Three-peat

By Mitzi Palmer
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T
Cadet Cols. Peter Barrow and Olivia Barrow

enjoy a lighter moment during a break at the 

2008 National Cadet Competition in 

Dayton, Ohio. 

North Carolina Cadet 
Third Sibling to Receive
CAP’s Highest Cadet Honor
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Base. The course gives participants the opportunity to
experience the physical and technical training of a
combat controller — highly trained air traffic controllers
who are part of the U.S. Air Force Special Forces.

“It was extremely challenging and forced me to go
beyond my perceived limits,”
Barrow said.

At the wing level, he has
attended three North Carolina
Wing Winter Encampments
and the 2011 North Carolina
Ranger Training Weekend.
That year he also attended
Cadet Officer School — a 
10-day course at Maxwell Air
Force Base, Ala., rich in
leadership-building exercises
and opportunities — and was
named Apex squadron Cadet
of the Year.

Barrow is qualified as a Ranger
3rd Class and is working on
attaining the top Ground Team
Member rating. He’s also pursuing
his dream of serving as an officer in
the Air Force.

Barrow’s brother, Philip, received
the Spaatz award in 2006, followed
in 2008 by his sister, Olivia. 

Philip was the first in the family
to join CAP, doing so in
2003, a week before he
turned 18. He signed up
after hearing about the
cadet program from a
friend and visiting a local
squadron meeting. 

“He really liked the
leadership, aerospace and
community service
aspects of the program,”
Peter said.

Olivia joined just a few

weeks later. Sister Callie joined that year as well. 
Peter followed their example a couple of years later at

age 12. Both younger brothers, James and Aaron, are
also in CAP.

Having siblings in his squadron was helpful, Peter said. 
“When I joined CAP,

Philip had been in the
program for over two years
and was the cadet
commander for the squadron,
while Olivia was flight
commander,” he said. “If I
had any questions regarding
CAP, I knew who to ask. It
was very encouraging.”

Today, Philip is a
structural analysis engineer at
Boeing. He’s responsible for
ensuring the airplane’s

systems are structurally sound.

Olivia graduated in May from the

University of North Carolina in Chapel

Hill and hopes to pursue a career in

business journalism or nonprofit publicity.

The Spaatz award is named after the

Air Force’s first chief of staff and first

chairman of the CAP National Board,

Gen. Carl A. Spaatz.
Spaatz recipients must demonstrate

excellence in leadership
and complete a rigorous
four-part examination
consisting of a physical
fitness test, an essay
examination testing
moral reasoning and a
written examination
covering leadership and
aerospace education. s

For more information,
go to www.spaatz.org.

Cadets Olivia Barrow and Philip Barrow proudly promoted

their younger brother, Peter Barrow, to cadet second

lieutenant in February 2009. 
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Philip Barrow, who received the

Spaatz award in 2006, is an

engineer at Boeing. 
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Cadet Col. Peter Barrow received

his Spaatz award from North

Carolina Wing Commander Col.

Roy Douglass, left, and Brig.

Gen. Joe Vazquez, CAP national

vice commander, during the

Middle East Region Conference

in Raleigh, N.C., on March 24. 
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Cancer
couldn’t keep
Brig. Gen. Paul
M. Bergman,

Civil Air Patrol national
commander from August 1996
to March 1998, from
continuing to serve the
organization he loved.

Last August, at the last
Annual Conference and
National Board meeting he
would attend, Bergman was awarded the Distinguished
Service Medal in recognition of his service as a special
assistant for homeland security and a member of the
National Advisory Council and Board of Governors
Audit Committee.

Bergman died May 31 at his home in Wabash, Ind.
He was 72. 

He joined CAP in 1982 as a member of the Indiana
Wing, serving as a unit public affairs officer, squadron
commander, group commander, wing chief of staff, wing
vice commander and wing commander. In 1990, he was
recognized by National Headquarters as CAP Wing
Commander of the Year.  

He then served as Great Lakes Region commander,

national chief of staff and national vice commander
before succeeding Brig. Gen. Richard Anderson as
national commander. He was awarded Life Membership
in 2002 and served on CAP’s Board of Governors from
August 2003 to August 2007.

“For 23 years, Brig. Gen. Paul M. Bergman was my
best friend, my closest confidante and my most trusted

By Dan Bailey

C
Lt. Col. Diana Bergman of the Indiana Wing Reserve Squadron,

widow of Brig. Gen. Paul M. Bergman, accepts the flag formerly

draped over his casket from retired Air Force Col. Richard

Anderson. Seated beside their mother are the Bergmansʼ son,

Ken, and daughter, Karen Bergman Mays.
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Former national commander’s
service to CAP 
was lifetime commitment 
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colleague,” Anderson said. “He served CAP, the Air
Force and our nation in every command position in the
Air Force Auxiliary from squadron to national level.  

“Paul and I bonded from the moment we met in
1989, and our bond grew across the years and miles
between Wabash and wherever Ruth and I lived
during the course of our 30-year Air Force careers,”
Anderson said. “Paul’s life is a testament to integrity,
service before self and excellence. He taught many 
of us how to live … and in recent months taught us
how to die with simple dignity, steadfast humor and
great courage.”

“I and untold others in CAP, the Air Force and his
home community of Wabash, Ind., loved him with our
whole heart and will miss him dearly. In the meantime,
the legacy and lesson of his life will endure, and it is
incumbent on all of us to model the same selfless
characteristics Paul demonstrated in his own life.  

“CAP, the Air Force and our country are better 
for the indelible influence of Brig. Gen. Paul 
Michael Bergman.”

The Distinguished Service Medal Bergman received
last year was his sixth. His other CAP awards and
decorations included four Exceptional Service Awards,
four Meritorious Service Awards, three Commander’s
Commendation Awards, two Lifesaving Awards, three
Unit Citation Award ribbons and the Aerospace
Education Award. He also earned the Gill Robb Wilson
Award, as well as numerous other service and activity
ribbons. He was recognized as the 1984 Indiana Wing
Senior Member of the Year. 

Bergman was born in Defiance, Ohio, on Feb. 3, 1940,
and entered the Air Force in 1958. He was assigned to the
Air Force Presidential Honor Guard in Washington, D.C.,
where he performed ceremonial functions for the president
and visiting foreign dignitaries and military funerals at
Arlington National Cemetery.

He subsequently served in Air Force Intelligence
Command overseas assignments in Libya, North Africa;
Karamursel, Turkey; and Darmstadt, Germany. His
active military service concluded with a tour at Bunker
Hill Air Force Base, Ind., now Grissom Air Reserve
Base. He was later a member of the Military

Department of Indiana, serving as air wing liaison
officer in the Indiana Guard Reserve and retiring as a
colonel in 1998.

In Indiana, Bergman also served as executive
director of the Wabash County Emergency
Management Agency, county disaster chairman of the
American Red Cross, reserve captain of the local
sheriff ’s department and county chairman of the board
of the American Red Cross. He earned certification as
a hazardous materials technician, emergency medical
technician and CPR instructor.  

He also served on the Wabash County Council and
Wabash City Council, and he held numerous offices
in other civic and professional organizations. He also
served with the Washington, D.C., and Wabash
police departments. 

In addition, he served as a consultant for a pair of
homeland security organizations in Washington, and
he was involved in planning and executing weapons of
mass destruction exercises for states and cities around
the country through the federal Department of
Homeland Security’s Domestic Preparedness Office.
After the 9/11 attack on the Pentagon, he was selected
as a member of the Washington team that authored the
terrorism element of the District of Columbia
Emergency Response Plan.  

He operated his own consulting company, which
conducted bio-terrorism exercises, developed hazard
analyses for Indiana counties and authored their
subsequent county-level emergency management plans.  

Bergman was a pilot and a member of the Aircraft
Owners and Pilots Association and Air Force
Association, a lifetime member of the American
Legion and a charter member of the Air Force Honor
Guard Association.

He attended the University of Maryland and
American University of Washington, D.C., earning his
degree from Indiana University. s

Background: Mourners at the graveside service in Wabash, Ind.,

for Brig. Gen. Paul M. Bergman gaze at the CAP Cessna

performing a flyover for the occasion.



Civil Air
Patrol cadets

have more than 30 special
activities to choose from every
summer as part of the
National Cadet Special
Activities program, which last
year introduced 1,314 cadets
to advanced concepts in
leadership, character
development and aerospace-
related careers. 

The U.S Air Force
activities — pilot training
familiarization and pararescue
courses, as well as civil engineering and honor guard
academies —are among the most popular.

Pilot Training
The Specialized Undergraduate Pilot Training Course

offered at Laughlin Air Force Base, Texas, and
Columbus AFB, Miss., provides cadets with a realistic
view of pilot training in the U.S. Air Force.

“In one week’s time the CAP cadet will experience
much of what a prospective U.S. Air Force pilot

candidate experiences in 52 weeks of training,” said Lt.
Col. Joseph Winter, activity director for the Laughlin
course. “We immerse cadets in the life of Air Force pilot
training,” he said, noting the week is filled with
classroom academics, flight line interaction and
instruction that includes flight and mission briefs.  

One highlight is an incentive flight in a twin-engine
Air Force T-1 Jayhawk jet for every cadet.

“The hands-on training with U.S. Air Force
instructors and their student pilots via flight simulators
and actual flights is where our cadets learn the most,”

By Maj. Steven Solomon
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C
Retired U.S. Air Force Col. John Blaha spends time with CAP cadets participating in the Air Force

Space Command Familiarization Course following a private lunch at the Kennedy Space Center

Visitor Complex in Cape Canaveral, Fla. An astronaut, Blaha logged 161 days in space on five space

missions before retiring from NASA in 1997. 
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CAP cadets can’t get enough of 
Air Force-sponsored 
summer activities

CAP cadets can’t get enough of 
Air Force-sponsored 
summer activities



added Winter, a captain in the Maryland Air National Guard. “It’s very
rewarding for the staff to return to Laughlin Air Force Base each year and run
into student pilot trainees who attended our CAP course. They often relay to us
they considered a pilot training career or had a jump start on pilot training
from experiencing it during our course.”  

Pararescue
Another popular summer activity for cadets in excellent physical condition is

the one-week Air Force Pararescue Orientation Course at Kirtland AFB, N.M.
Cadets learn land navigation, survival techniques, rock climbing, rappelling and
other skills used in rescue operations from active-duty and reserve Air Force
pararescue specialists. 

“The course provides students an introduction to the culture, spirit and
creed of pararescuemen and opportunities for cadets to excel in
demonstrating the Air Force and Civil Air Patrol’s core values in training
scenarios similar to those of pararescuemen,” said Capt. Pamela R.
Sever, activity officer for the course.

In order to participate in what CAP calls this “high-adventure”
activity, cadets must pass a wing-certified physical fitness
evaluation as well as a physical fitness test administered at the
start of the course.

“PJOC gives cadets an opportunity to push themselves
beyond their perceived boundaries,” Sever said. “Cadets who
graduate from PJOC know they are capable of achieving at
the highest level.”

A cadet learns rappelling skills used in

rescue operations at the Air Force

Pararescue Orientation Course at

Kirtland Air Force Base, N.M.

Photo by Capt. Pamela Sever, California Wing
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Space Command
Since 1994 the Air Force Space

Command Familiarization Course

has sponsored special activities at

Patrick AFB, Fla., and Peterson

AFB, Colo., for cadets 15-21 who

are interested in aerospace careers.

“We offer a rare look behind

the scenes at our country's

military and civilian space

programs and operations,” said

Lt. Col. Stephen DePalo, activity

director for the course at Patrick. 

Cadets have visited the

operations center where all

launches from Cape Canaveral are

controlled and tracked, toured the

Mercury and Apollo program launch sites, seen satellites

readied for launch and taken exclusive tours of Delta

and Atlas rockets on the launch pad. They’ve also

extensively toured NASA’s Kennedy Space Center, where

they have observed the International Space Station being

prepared for flight and space shuttles being processed for

launch.

“They get to see where history was made and where

current missions are taking place. They also see what

NASA has done and what the future holds. But more

importantly they get to personally interact with the

many talented men and women of the 45th Space Wing

of the U.S. Air Force’s Space Command,” said DePalo, a

NASA systems engineer at Goddard Space Flight Center

in Maryland.

“I think the biggest impact on the cadets is seeing the

variety of jobs associated with developing, launching and

maintaining spacecraft,” said Capt. Donald Ells, activity

director for the course at Peterson, where cadets gain

insight into military satellite command and control,

launch operations and commercial space technology. 

“The course provides them insight into what is

needed to work in space-related careers,” he said.  

Honor Guard
Cadets who attend Honor Guard Academy on the

campus of McDaniel College in Westminster, Md., are

taught ceremonial/demonstration skills, including rifle

maneuvers, as well as colors and funeral procedures by

members of the Air Force Honor Guard. 

“Cadets learn what it means to show respect and

how to do so with integrity, whether honoring

returning veterans or assisting at a funeral or memorial

ceremony,” said 1st Lt. Cathy Lahr, activity officer for

the academy. “They also learn to control themselves

through fun activities such as military-bearing contests

in which the staff attempts to make the cadets lose

their composure while they are supposed to be

standing at attention.

“By the end of the first week it is amazing to see

their progression,” she said.  s

Lt. Col. Brian Trenholm of the U.S. Air Force Reserve Southwest

Liaison Region instructs cadets at the Specialized Undergraduate

Pilot Training Familiarization Course held annually at Laughlin

AFB, Texas, where participants study jet engine mechanics,

aerospace physiology and energy management. 
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Another CAP
‘First’

By Steve Cox 

From left, Jason Biddle of the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, acting as air operations branch director; Senior Member Neil

Schmid, CAP mission observer; Col. John Seten, CAP mission pilot and incident commander for the radar test mission in South

Dakota; and Bryan Miller, senior consultant, Interagency Field Test & Evaluation Program site planning lead for BEM International,

pose for a photo before a CAP plane takes flight in April. The mission was part of a two-year project designed to characterize

interference effects on existing air surveillance radars and to evaluate commercial, off-the-shelf, mitigation solutions to wind

turbine/radar interference issues across the U.S.
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Another CAP
‘First’

South Dakota Wing assists
with multiagency radar
testing near wind farms

Background: Aerial photos like these, taken at different levels by CAP aircrews above wind-

generated turbines near a ground radar station in Tyler, Minn., helped scientists determine the

turbinesʼ effects on air surveillance radar across the U.S. Similar flights are planned near

Travis Air Force Base, Calif., this fall and King Mountain, Texas, next spring.
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This spring, Civil Air Patrol’s South
Dakota Wing launched 10 days of

flights in support of a U.S. Department 
of Energy-led study of wind-generated
turbines’ effects 
on a ground 
radar station 

in the southwestern corner 
of Minnesota. 

The flights on both sides of
the South Dakota-Minnesota
state line, north and west of
Tyler, Minn., are part of a two-
year Interagency Field Test &
Evaluation Program project
designed to characterize
interference effects on air
surveillance radars and to
evaluate commercial, off-the-
shelf, mitigation solutions to
wind turbine/radar interference
issues across the country. Similar
flights are planned near Travis Air Force Base, Calif., in
the fall and King Mountain, Texas, next spring. 

CAP aircrews supported the departments of Energy,
Homeland Security and Defense and the Federal
Aviation Administration. The agencies provided most
of the aircraft for the tests, with government assets
furnishing a few additional commercial aircraft.

“This is the first time this type of interagency
evaluation has been done, and CAP is a part of it,
flying assigned patterns and altitudes in the test area,”
said Col. John Seten, South Dakota Wing commander
and incident commander for the CAP mission, who
said the Garmin SAR software the wing used in its
G1000-equipped aircraft provided helpful flight
patterns for the testing.

“The customers were trying to come up with some
routes for CAP to fly, and I told them about some of
the software in our aircraft that would enable us to fly
parallel track search patterns, expanding square search
patterns and the sector search pattern,” Seten said.
“The customers commented as to how precise the

CAP flights were, which resulted in our entire flight
being within their predesignated test box.”

Sandia National Laboratories and the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology’s Lincoln

Laboratory jointly executed the project. Both had
representation on the ground in Brookings, S.D.;
representatives from most of the other agencies
mentioned also participated. 

Extensive cooperation among the agencies, labs,
pilots, radar operators, wind farm owners and local
authorities helped make the first phase of the field
study a success. “I think this is pretty unprecedented,
to have this many agencies involved in a coordinated
process,” Seten said.

The radar evaluation flights add to the South
Dakota Wing’s resume. 

“Our crews have been involved in a variety of
missions over the years, from wildfire and flooding
support to tracking mountain lions and other animals,”
said Col. Michael Beason, interim wing commander.
“I’m proud of the support we are able to provide in
helping serve the public interest, both in our home
state and to the nation.”

South Dakota aircrews flew about 50 hours in
support of the radar evaluation testing.  s

These were among the tracks CAP flew for the mission using Garmin SAR software in the

South Dakota Wingʼs G1000 aircraft. 

T
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“It’s been a
rough year,”
admitted Capt.
Wendy Wallace,

finance director for Civil Air
Patrol’s New Hampshire Wing. 

What an understatement! 
Last April she consulted the

doctor about what she thought
was the flu and, instead, received a
diagnosis of necrotizing fasciitis, a
flesh-eating bacterial disease that
had started gnawing away on her
vital organs. Her life in danger, she
was put on dialysis and had all
four limbs amputated.

CAP FRIENDS
RESPOND

While she was in the hospital
and throughout her rehabilitation,
Wallace’s CAP friends helped keep
her spirits up with “tons of cards
and visits.” One of her best
friends, Lt. Col. Lesley Lara, administrator for the New
Hampshire Wing, started every day with a visit.

But with such a dire and devastating disease, it soon
became apparent to Lara and her wing’s commander,
Col. William J. Moran Jr., that some practical help was
in order. While the wing organized a fundraiser to

benefit her, Lara and Moran suggested she apply for
CAP Cares, a program that awards financial stipends to
CAP members in need. 

In a matter of a few weeks, a check arrived. 
Wallace and her husband used it to bridge the gap in
their finances.

By Kristi Carr

Five months after surgeries to remove her four limbs, for Capt. Wendy Wallace — surrounded

by her family, from left, son Matthew, daughter Megan, son Michael Jr. and husband Michael 

Sr. — the next step is to improve her mobility. “My rehabilitation team is talking about me driving

again, but Iʼm not ready for that,” she acknowledged. But she would be interested in getting

some transportation that would accommodate her power chair and is investigating the types of

tools her particular condition would require in a vehicle. 
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CAP CARES
Begun in 2006, CAP Cares was established in

response to the aftermath of 2005 hurricanes Katrina
and Rita to help CAP volunteers who suffered damage
to their homes and lost most or all of their personal
belongings — costs often not covered by insurance. 

Since then, the program has provided one-time

financial assistance to members with physical injuries
requiring specialized medical care and/or absence from
work. Members suffering from financial hardships
associated with an emergency, catastrophic event or
accident are also eligible for consideration. 

WALLACE’S PROGNOSIS
Wallace’s condition has now stabilized. She is no longer

on dialysis and is learning to walk with prosthetics.
During her ordeal, Civil Air Patrol has been one of

her welcome constants.
“CAP has been a huge part of our lives, especially

with our children’s involvement,” Wallace said, noting
that her two sons, Cadet Capt. Michael Wallace Jr. and
Cadet Master Sgt. Matthew Wallace, are members of
Hawk Composite Squadron in Laconia, N.H.

“It’s been truly overwhelming CAP would consider
me for CAP Cares,” she added. “The whole CAP
program has seen to my needs, and I know it comes
from the love of the people in CAP.”  s

How to participate in CAP Cares

As a donor
Anyone, regardless of affiliation with Civil Air

Patrol, can donate to CAP Cares. Payments in any

amount may be made by check, money order or

credit card and are tax-deductible to the extent

permitted by law. 

Checks or money orders, marked for “CAP

Cares,” should be mailed to: Civil Air Patrol; Attn:

CAP Cares; 105 S. Hansell St., Bldg. 714; Maxwell

AFB, AL  36112.

Online donations can be made by credit card at

www.capmembers.com/capcares.

All donations are deposited in a general fund and

cannot be specified for a particular use or recipient.

As an applicant
Applicants must stipulate specifically how any

awarded funds will be used, and requests must be

reasonable, because the CAP Cares account is

limited. Applications are reviewed by the wing

commander, the national vice commander, the 

chief of chaplains and the executive or assistant

executive director.

To apply for assistance, CAP members must

complete the application form posted at

www.capmembers.com/capcares.

NOTE: The program is not designed to assist
members to help pay for CAP-related or normal 
living expenses.
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[  r e g i o n  n e w s  ]

Middle East
Virginia Wing relaunches glider operations
VIRGINIA – After an extended hiatus, the Virginia Wing is back in the glider business, thanks not only to the
arrival of an L-23 Super Blanik but also some hard work by members of the wing's glider team.  

A team from across the wing gathered in Danville to complete necessary maintenance and inspections and to
conduct preliminary flights before relaunching the glider
orientation flight program for wing and region cadets. By the
end of the day, 14 sorties had been flown, new tow pilots had
been trained, old glider pilots had been reintroduced to the
aircraft and ground training had produced two air bosses and
four wing runners. No mishaps occurred, and a Wing Glider
Operations Manual was soon drafted to ensure safe operations
continue throughout the wing.  

CAP’s national vice commander, Brig. Gen. Joe Vazquez,
served as a pilot and participant. “The Virginia glider program
ceased to exist four years ago when a wind storm destroyed
the L-23 they had,” recalled Vazquez, former commander of
the wing. “With today’s training, that glider program has
definitely been reconstituted. I am looking forward to flying
cadets in gliders for the Virginia Wing and elsewhere. Glider
flying is one of the best cadet activities CAP has ever created,”
he said.   >> Maj. Calvin H. Chandler Jr. 

Brig. Gen. Joe Vazquez, CAPʼs national vice
commander, and Virginia Wing Commander
Col. Dave Carter get a feel for the wingʼs L-23
Super Blanik. 

Great Lakes
Wisconsin unitʼs displays captivate 
Emergency Services Day visitors
WISCONSIN – Civil Air Patrol’s capabilities and equipment —
including a Cessna 182 — were on display when Sturgeon Bay’s
Door County Cherryland Airport hosted the third annual county
Emergency Services Day.  

Visitors even got a chance to fly the Cessna via CAP’s Microsoft
Flight Simulator. A large model of a Cessna 172 was also displayed.

Door County Senior Squadron has participated in the event since its
inception. Its involvement has helped the unit recruit several
prospective members while also strengthening ties with other area
emergency service providers.

The event, held to introduce the public to emergency service
providers in the county, also included participation from the Door County Sheriff’s Department, several local
fire departments, the Army National Guard, Coast Guard, the state Department of Natural Resources and
American Red Cross. The Army National Guard displayed a Black Hawk helicopter, and Brown County Rescue
flew in an Eagle III helicopter. Young visitors were able to sit in the driver’s seat of various aircraft as well as
fire trucks, ambulances and police cars.  >> Maj. Pierce Sherrill 
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Door County Senior Squadronʼs
administrative officer, 1st Lt. Paul
Spanbauer, left, and Capt. Hans Shin,
squadron commander, introduce a young
visitor to a CAP Cessna 182 cockpit. 
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North Central
Tuskegee Airman, Nebraska Wing unitʼs 
founder, reminisces with fellow veterans
NEBRASKA – The Nebraska Wing’s annual conference in Norfolk was the site
of a true gathering of eagles from the nation’s World War II aerial armada. 

During the wing’s awards banquet, Col. David Plum, wing commander,
honored retired U.S. Air Force Lt. Col. Charles Lane for 70 years of service
to the nation and Nebraska. Lane, who’s also a lieutenant colonel in Civil Air
Patrol and is one of four surviving Tuskegee Airmen in the state, served 27
years in the Air Force. After retiring from what was then the Strategic Air
Command, he served as executive director of Greater Omaha Community
Action, an Omaha anti-poverty program. In 1990 he joined CAP, founded
what is now the 99th Pursuit Cadet Squadron — named after his World War II
fighter unit — and served as its first commander.

Just before the banquet, a local resident who had read a newspaper article on the plan to recognize Lane
dropped by to shake his hand. Lyle Thomas, it turned out, had served as a bombardier in a B-24 assigned to the
Air Force’s 787th Bombardment Squadron; Lane’s famed “Red Tails” flew top cover for this unit. 

The award banquet’s keynote speaker was David Oliver, operations manager and pilot of the world’s only flying
Boeing B-29 Superfortress. Oliver spoke on the importance of mentors, and one of his own accompanied him —
retired U.S. Army Air Forces 1st Lt. Charles Chauncey, the B-29’s first pilot. Chauncey flew the Superfortress as
part of the 9th Bombardment Group employed by Gen. Curtis LeMay in the fire raids on Tokyo.   
>> Lt. Col. Dave Halperin

Northeast
ʻYouʼre part of our team,ʼ New York State 
emergency head tells wing members
NEW YORK – The head of the New York State Office of Emergency Management
told New York Wing Conference participants he’s offering CAP a seat at the State
Emergency Operations Center. “You’re part of our team,” Steven Kuhr assured his
audience during his keynote address for the convention’s general session. 

The “robust capability of Civil Air Patrol” came to officials’ attention last year in
the wake of Hurricane Irene and Tropical Storm Lee, he said.

After meeting with Col. Jack Ozer, wing commander, Kuhr said he has called on
CAP aircrews to perform six wildfire missions for the State Department of
Environmental Conservation. “That’s an example of the very aggressive way
we’re planning to use Civil Air Patrol,” he said.

Kuhr said he arranged for Ozer and the wing’s emergency services director,
Maj. Darren Cioffi, to present a briefing on CAP’s capabilities to representatives of the Emergency
Operations Center, including the National Guard, State Police, state duty officers, the Department of
Environmental Conservation, Department of Transportation and fire officials. 

His office is taking a “leaning-forward posture,” building up regional capabilities to better respond to
disasters in any part of the state, Kuhr said. He wants CAP to “lean forward” as well in supporting state and
county agencies. >> Capt. Robert G. Stronach

Steven Kuhr, state emergency
management director, tells his
New York Wing Conference
audience heʼs looking forward
to the wingʼs increased role in
emergency operations. 
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Capt. Fred Montgomery, left, commander
of the 99th Pursuit Composite Squadron,
presents Lt. Col. Charles Lane, the
former Tuskegee Airman who formed the
squadron and served as its first
commander, with a commemorative
poster marking CAPʼs 70th anniversary. 
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Pacific
California members share aerospace 
knowledge at educational activity
CALIFORNIA – Civil Air Patrol’s emphasis on aerospace education
was in capable hands when members of Skyhawk Composite
Squadron 47 participated in Super STEM Saturday, hosted by
California State University San Marcos. The second annual event,
held to promote STEM subjects (science, technology, engineering
and math) for children and their families, offered the more than
1,000 in attendance a chance to enjoy and learn from interactive
demonstrations, talks by and with scientists and engineers and hands-on exhibits and experiments in the
physical, chemical and biological sciences. 

Members of Squadron 47 — six officers and six cadets — staffed a Goddard rocket-making station and
recruiting booth. The CAP site proved to be a popular draw, as visitors waited in line all day for a chance to
make their own rockets with Squadron 47 members’ assistance. Officers and cadets helped more than 400
young visitors construct the foam projectiles. 

In the meantime, other members of the unit were able to talk with parents and teachers about CAP and what it
has to offer. Helping make Super STEM Saturday so successful for the squadron and CAP were Lt. Col. Brian
Billing, deputy commander for seniors; Maj. Audrey DiGiantomasso, public affairs officer; Capt. Nancy Nelson,
finance officer 2nd Lts. Hanna Chung, cadet activities officer, Allen French, assistant aerospace education officer
and Robert McMillion, assistant drug demand resistance officer; Cadet Lt. Col. Michael Chung; Cadet Staff Sgt.
Spencer French; Cadet Senior Airman Samuel Cho; Cadet Airman Morgan McMillion; and Cadet Airman Basics
Yozlaynee Aragon and Yarxzelayth Cardenas.   >> Maj. Audrey DiGiantomasso 

Cadet Airman Morgan McMillion of Skyhawk
Composite Squadron 47 helps a young student
build her first Goddard Rocket. 
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Rocky Mountain
Wyoming Wingʼs chaplain honored for lifesaving efforts
WYOMING – Chaplain Lt. Col. Jeffrey Johnson, the Wyoming Wing’s
chaplain, has been awarded Civil Air Patrol’s Silver Medal of Valor —
the highest decoration a member can receive — for springing into
action and providing assistance when he saw an overturned tanker
truck gushing fuel after running off a rural road.

While driving on Tarryall Road between Jefferson and Lake George,
Colo., Johnson saw the truck, filled with gasoline and diesel fuel, leave
the road and roll over. With no regard for his own safety, he stopped to
help the truck’s driver and passenger. The driver had been ejected
from the truck when it wrecked.

Johnson helped get him away from the pooling fuel and then treated him
for shock. He then had someone else call 911 while he and others
worked to free the passenger, who was trapped beneath the wreckage.
As they worked diligently to free the man, fuel continued spilling out and
pooling around where they stood. 

Once the passenger was free, Johnson and another man moved him well away from the truck and kept him
covered until paramedics arrived. The tanker released more than 7,000 gallons of diesel fuel, which covered
the rescuers while they tended to the two men.   >> Lt. Col. Samuel House 

Chaplain Lt. Col. Jeffrey Johnson holds his
Silver Medal of Valor certificate after
receiving it from Army National Guard Maj.
Gen. Luke Reiner, adjutant general of the
Wyoming National Guard.
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Southeast
Members flock to Tennessee Wing 
search and rescue exercise
TENNESSEE – A weekend search and rescue exercise drew
89 members of the Tennessee Wing — about twice the
normal turnout — to Sparta for training that included such
scenarios as locating lost boaters, finding aircraft crash sites
and monitoring rising water levels at dam sites. “Normally,
there are about 40-50 people at a SAREX, and we doubled
that,” said Capt. Rob Borsari, wing director of emergency
services and incident commander for the exercise. “We really
had a great turnout.”

The session, hosted by Cumberland Composite Squadron,
involved training in aircraft, ground crews, equipment and
communications systems. In all, Borsari said, “We had five aircraft and six vehicles complete nine ground team
missions and 35 sorties. We had a total of 1,500 man-hours.” Cadets and officers from all four Tennessee Wing
groups participated. 

“The cadets are integrated into the real fabric of emergency services,” said Lt. Col. Hugh Cameron, Cumberland
squadron commander. “In other words, it’s not a bunch of adults going out doing emergency services with a
bunch of cadets following. Cadets become the leaders of search activities and disaster missions and sorties.”
>> Capt. Robin Olsen

Southwest
Arizona Wing aerospace education deputy
director shares lessons with science classes 
ARIZONA – Maj. Phil Hubacek, the Arizona Wing’s
deputy director of aerospace education, took a turn in
the classroom recently, telling three Paradise Valley
School District aerospace classes about airplane flight
mechanics, stability and control and aerodynamics …
and, of course, Civil Air Patrol.

Hubacek’s presentations at Horizon High School in
Scottsdale came at the invitation of science teacher
Steve Vedral, whose students were finalizing end-of-
class projects to design and fly wooden gliders. 

Hubacek used white board drawings and a sample
glider to educate the students about an airplane’s three axes and motions around those axes — design
considerations that promote stability — and the basics of aerodynamics, including Bernoulli’s principle and
Newtonian lift. After each presentation, students whose gliders were experiencing flight performance trouble
were brought to the front of the class. There, Hubacek showed where their designs succeeded and where they
were flawed. He then suggested modifications to correct the problems, based on the instruction he’d just
provided.

After the classroom sessions, the students went outside, where several showed off their glider designs with
varying degrees of success.   >> Maj. Phil Hubacek

Maj. Phil Hubacek explains principles of flight to a Horizon
High School science class. 
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Senior Member Carla Keeter of Hendersonville Cadet
Squadron shows a cadet how to properly triangulate
with a compass during a navigation course.  
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Paul E.
Garber
Award

Second-highest award for senior members,
presented to those who complete  Level IV of
the CAP Senior Member Training  Program.
The senior members listed below received
their awards in February, March and April.

Lt. Col. Richard H. Lovely                     AL
Lt. Col. Eugene J. Caisse                     AZ
Lt. Col. Michael J. Hoza                        AZ
1st Lt. Larry L. Wells                             CO
Lt. Col. Anthony L. Vallillo                     CT
Maj. Victoria S. Brown                          FL
Lt. Col. Frank V. Damico                       FL
Lt. Col. Gregory G. Clasen                    GA
Lt. Col. William D. Wallace                    GA
Capt. Jeffrey E. Myers                          IL
Maj. Matthew L. Crawford                    IN
Maj. Roger G. Eaton                             KS
Capt. Pamela C. Morris                        KS
Lt. Col. Brian T. Capone                       LA

Achievements

Gen. Ira C. Eaker Award

Second-highest award for cadets, presented
to those who complete all Phase IV require-
ments of the CAP Cadet Program. The
cadets listed below received their awards in
February, March and April.

Kenneth W. Sturgill                                 CA
Andrew W. West                                    CO
Kory L. Zablocki                                     CO
Richard D. McVay                                  DC
Christopher M. Jamerson                       FL
Sarah F. Biddle                                       IN
John-Paul W. Franks                              IN

Highest award for cadets, presented to those
who complete all phases of the CAP Cadet Pro-
gram and the Spaatz award examination. (Only
about one-half of 1 percent of CAP cadets
achieve this award.) The cadets listed below re-
ceived their awards in February, March and
April.

Jonathan R. Ernest                                AL
Ryan D. Erskine                                      AL
Byron L. Gray                                         CO
William B. Vician                                     DC
Alec S. Lampasona                                FL
David J. Twibell                                       GA
Pamela Blanco                                       PR
Jordan A. Thomas                                  SC
Jared L. Mast                                         VA

Christopher Weinzapfel                          IN
Heidi C. Schneider                                 MA
Kyle Lahr                                                MD
Christopher J. LaPointe                          MD
Christopher H. Slininger                         ME
Chelsea K. Graham                                MI
Jordan A. Andrews                                NC
Vanessa Gonzalez                                  NJ
Miguel D. Hernandez                              NJ
Jordan A. Thomas                                  SC
Kenneth R. Griffing III                             TX
Danielle Lamphear                                 TX
Eric M. Tibbits                                        WA

Maj. Catherine E. Spaulding                  ME
Maj. David Kenan                                 MN
Lt. Col. Bradley A. Sanker                     MO
Lt. Col. Charles E. Lynch                      MT
Lt. Col. Darrell W. Nelson                      NE
Maj. Henry R. Luke                               NHQ
Maj. Elmer R. Austin                             NM
Maj. Donald L. Colson                          NY
Maj. Jeffery E. Crippen                         NY
Capt. Michael Lee                                NY
Maj. Gary D. Eno                                  OH
Maj. David J. Jennison                          OH
Lt. Col. James L. Freeman                    SC
Maj. Thomas J. Murphy                        SD
Lt. Col. Frank D. Moruzzi                      SER
Lt. Col. Robert E. McDonnell                SWR
Lt. Col. Terry F. Sherlin                          TN
Maj. Walter L. Dowdle                           TX
Maj. Leona M. Little Soldier                  TX

Highest award for senior members, presented to
those who complete Level V of the Civil Air Patrol
Senior Member Training Program. (Only about 5
percent of CAP senior members achieve this
award.) The senior members listed below re-
ceived their awards in February, March and April.

Lt. Col. Albert Senese                           AK
Lt. Col. Larry W. Mangum                      AL
Maj. Adam Bryant Boyd                        AR
Lt. Col. R. Sim Coleman                        CO
Col. Gary H. Tobey                                CO
Maj. James P. Crone                             GA
Lt. Col. Thomas J. Goetz                      ME
Chief Master Sgt. Henry C. Dotson        MI
Maj. David M. Gillahan                           MI
Lt. Col. Darrell W. Nelson                       NE
Col. David L. Mull                                  NJ
Lt. Col. Gregory V. Putnam                    NJ
Maj. Shirley A. Kay                                NM
Maj. Paul E. Bronsdon                           OH
Maj. Ceryl G. Johns                               SC
Lt. Col. Bruce D. Kincaid                       SER
Lt. Col. Frank D. Moruzzi                       SER
Lt. Col. Robert E. McDonnell                 SWR
Maj. Dave R. Franklin                            WA
Col. David G. Lehman                           WA
Maj. James Y. Perry                              WV

Gen. Carl A. Spaatz Award

Gill Robb Wilson Award
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Calling 
All PAOs!

Calling
All PAOs!

Click on www.capmembers.com, 
the National Board icon and then

preconference seminars to 
register for this yearʼs Academy. 

The event will feature remarks from Alan Black,
Secretary of the Air Force Office of Public Affairs, on
the future of PA. Seminars will cover social media
marketing, website marketing,
news release writing, new media
relations guidelines and PIO
requirements, public affairs
planning and crisis
communications planning.

Academy participants will also receive a tour of the Defense
Media Activity Center, where all DoD media are housed.

The 2012 PAO Academy 
“Public Affairs in a Digital Age”

will be Aug. 21-22 in Baltimore, Md., prior to the 
2012 Annual Conference and National Board meeting.

Social Media
Photojournalism

Community Relations



CAP 2012 Annual Conference
& National Board Meeting

Baltimore, MD

Thursday, August 23rd – 
Saturday, August 25th

Baltimore Marriott Waterfront

Please 
make plans 
to attend

Check 
www.capmembers.com/events
for continuous updates


